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Letter from the NAEE Chairman
Dear Member,

tainable energy use respectively.
My teaching background is in
secondary education and I know
how difficult it can be to cram in
‘out-of-classroom’
experiences
alongside the often prescriptive requirements of the National
Curriculum. Drawing on my secondary experience, I have chosen
to highlight some excellent work
going on in the East at Key Stages
3 and 4. Suffolk Wildlife Trust are
encouraging young people to
engage fully with the outdoors
through their innovative Outdoor
Experience project. At Holt Hall
in Norfolk, the ‘Roots and Shoots’
programme is working with young
people outside of education and
employment in a scheme to grow
fruit and vegetables and learn new
and important skills. Finally, I’ve
picked out an excellent example of
a popular Key Stage 3 Geography
case study at Gressenhall Museum
of Norfolk Life. Here, students
explore real-world issues through
hands-on activities and drama.
Finally, I’d like to draw your attention to a new nationwide campaign.
‘Hidden Worlds beneath the Waves’
was recently launched by the Wildlife Trusts and Natural England.
This seeks to give people a greater
understanding of, and empathy
for, the marine environment, for
so long neglected as ‘out of sight,
out of mind’. The campaign will
encourage a greater understanding of these incredibly bio-diverse
habitats that few of us know much
about. I look forward to exploring
our incredible off-shore chalk gullies here at Sheringham in the near
future!
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T

his issue of NAEE has sprung,
like the season, from the environmental activities delivered
around East Anglia by educational
groups, community groups and
other organisations. It is an area
for which I have a lot of fond
memories, having lived, worked
and studied in the region for four
years. I would like to thank Rob,
our guest editor, for bringing us
these valuable insights into the
work being done there; I hope
you agree that the opportunities
for young people to engage with
their local environments are really
brought to life by the pieces he
has collected for us.
2009 marks 200 years since the
birth of Charles Darwin. On page 6
Katie Edwards has taken the time to
write a piece on the exhibition that
took place at the Natural History
Museum to mark the occasion. We
will be following up on this in our
next issue with some more material on introducing Darwin into the
classroom.
It is somewhat easier to get Darwin into the classroom than it is to
get our classrooms out into the
world he so elegantly conceptualised. We at NAEE were disappointed
that Jim Rose’s review of education
omitted the environment from the
areas of learning he has outlined.
Once again, the opportunities for
encouraging children to engage
with their environment, with all the
educational benefits for scientific
and geographical understanding
and the teaching of responsibilities
this would have offered, have been
ignored by the government.
Please join us at our AGM (details
on page 2) to help us plan the
future of NAEE and develop what
we can now offer to educators.

Since our Spring edition events in the political and financial world have moved on apace and the rectitude
of many of the leaders of those institutions has been brought into question. The consequence for both
people and organisations is a degree of hardship not foreseen a few months ago. While world leaders
struggle to cope with the financial crisis a re- evaluation of political and financial systems must include
a rapid move towards a more sustainable future. Furthermore the approaching environmental crisis
around sustainability and climate change could make this financial crisis seem like an afternoon tea party.
Unlike the present financial crisis we have sufficient warnings of an impending global environmental crisis
to take preventative action. Thus organisations such as NAEE are increasingly important in promoting
practical ways in which we can bring about an understanding of our complete reliance on our environment and the systems which support it.
Thanks to the efforts of our former secretary Sue Fenoughty we have now published a complete re-write
of our publication Positive Action which is highly recommended for those wishing to promote practical
environmental projects amongst community groups and schools
NAEE too is affected by the loss of income in the credit crunch and every member old or new is vital to
our continued success. If you are thinking of joining us please don’t hesitate to complete the application
form.
As chair of NAEE I have been involved in helping establish the successor to the Council for Environmental
Education and so CEE has now become SEED which to date has been active in providing on-line courses
in sustainability for a variety of organisations. I also represented NAEE at the memorial service to our former vice president Lord Sandford at St Margaret’s, Westminster.
May I also welcome our new editor, Philip Sainty, to the executive committee of NAEE and may the high
standard which he set with this and the Spring edition of our journal long continue.
Yours sincerely

Norman Farmer

Norman Farmer (Chair)

Rev. Lord Sandford
1920-2009
NAEE Vice
President.
Earlier this year we received the
sad news of the death of our long
serving vice-president, the Rev.
Lord Sandford.
John Sandford was an ardent
supporter of NAEE during the last
three decades of the 20th century and did much to help NAEE
flourish and become an important
voice in the field of Environmental Education. He was a junior
minister in the conservative
governments at both the Depart-

ments of the Environment and
of Education. Working with our
former general secretary Philip
Neal he succeeded in obtaining an
annual grant for NAEE which was
forthcoming until the election of
the present government.
As minister Lord Sandford was
one of the first in government to
give a warning that war on waste
could no longer be regarded as
an issue for “cranks”. He founded
the Sandford Award for Heritage
Education of which our former
general secretary became one of
the assessors.
On a personal note I remember on a return meeting from an
urban studies centre in Newcastle
he and the HMI for Environmental

© WaterAid

W

elcome to the Summer
Edition of Environmental
Education,
which highlights some
outstanding outdoor learning in
the East of England. I have been
involved in environmental education for many years and at many
levels – from leading Forest Schools
with 4-year-olds to teaching Ecology to postgraduates.
I have
drawn on this experience to pick
out some projects and case studies from across the region to give
a flavour of the varied and exciting
work occurring here.
As a Learning Officer for the
National Trust, I have been working for the last three years to build
new educational opportunities at
Sheringham Park on the north Norfolk coast. Here we are part-way
through a project to create a new
learning centre and multi-purpose
area for environmental education
and family recreation. ‘The Bower’
will be finished in the summer, and
we look forward to welcoming our
first visitors from schools and colleges in the autumn term.
The National Trust has been committed to outdoor learning for
many years, and as an organisation
welcomes over half a million school
visitors per annum.
With this
wealth of experience and expertise
to choose from, I have selected
two more of the Trust’s projects
to highlight; the long-running
Schools Arts Partnership, and the
new Energy Busters programme.
These both aim to build links
between National Trust properties
and local schools, and celebrate
cultural heritage and promote sus-

Editorials

Lord Sandford (centre) with the people
who established the charity WaterAid

Education had first class return
train tickets while I as a humble
advisory teacher was travelling
second class. Sensitive to this
situation Lord Sandford decided
we would all sit in the dining car
and talk until I alighted the train at
Doncaster. Such was the measure
of the man.
Norman Farmer. Chair.
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Case Study: Darwin 200 Exhibition

Case Study: Darwin 200 Exhibition

Darwin
200
From the Origin of Species to the
Future of Biodiversity
Katie Edwards, Darwin200 Coordinator

T

his year we are celebrating 200 years since
Charles Darwin was born on 12 February
1809. The reason he is famous is because
he was the first person to explain why there
are so many different types of plants and
animals all over the world. He wasn’t the first to
put forward the concept of evolution – the idea
that species gradually change into new species. But
Darwin, and his co-discoverer, Alfred Russel Wallace,
were the first to describe the mechanism for how
evolution occurs – a process Darwin called natural
selection. Darwin wrote out his explanation in his
bestselling book, On the Origin of Species, and in
November we celebrate 150 years since it was first
published.
Most scientists would agree with the statement,
made by evolutionary biologist Theodosius Dobzhansky in 1973, that “nothing in biology makes
sense except in the light of evolution.” Darwin’s
ideas have become the framework of modern
biological science, reinforced by our more recent
understanding of DNA, genes and gene theory,
and population genetics. Evolutionary theory now
shapes our understanding of contemporary issues
as wide-ranging as understanding the consequences of biodiversity loss across the world and
how life on Earth will respond to climate change,
to developing new vaccinations to stop diseases
spreading, to controlling the increasing resistance
of bacteria to antibiotics.
6
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Celebrating Darwin’s legacy
Darwin200 is a national programme of events
throughout 2009 to honour the life and work of
Charles Darwin and the continuing impact of his
science. The range of activities includes a Darwin stamp issue, Darwin poems, contemporary
artworks, exhibitions, books and educational
resources. There are festivals in Shrewsbury (Darwin’s birthplace), Cambridge (where he studied
natural theology) and Bath during the year.
Down House in Kent, where Darwin lived for 40
years, has recently re-opened with new displays
about his work and an audio tour of the house
and gardens. The house and surrounding countryside has also been nominated as a World Heritage
Property in recognition of all the observations and
experiments Darwin conducted in the open air
laboratory on his doorstep. Just six months after
his return from the Beagle voyage, Darwin first
sketched his idea that all living things are related
and have a common ancestor, in a diagram of an
evolutionary tree under the words, ‘I think’. He
then spent more than 20 years gathering evidence
and testing his ideas with a variety of simple but
innovative experiments until he went public. He
soaked seeds in salt water to see if they would
still grow into healthy plants if they had floated
across the sea from one island to another. He grew
seedlings through pegs to measure the strength
of their shoots and scrutinised climbing plants
to understand how they moved. Darwin studied
domesticated animals to find out how characteristics were passed on to new generations and he kept
fancy pigeons in a shed in the garden so that he
could record which features they passed on to their
young. He even played the bassoon to earthworms

The Annie Darwin Puppet Show

kept in pots of earth in his study to
see if they moved towards the music.
Resources for schools
By now every state primary school
in the UK will have been sent a Darwin treasure chest as part of The
Great Plant Hunt. The box contains
resources for many activities so that
every year group can get outside
exploring nature, collecting seeds
and growing their own plants. All
state secondary schools can request
a free experiment kit to demonstrate
the principles behind evolution and
genetics. Each of these Survival Rivals
kits contains three experiments aimed
at Key Stages 3, 4 and 5 enabling every
student to get practical experience of
how evolution works.
The Evolution Megalab is a mass
participation experiment asking
everyone to record the banded snail
populations in their local parks and
gardens. The results will be collated
online to see how the population has
changed over the last 50 years.
At the Natural History Museum
in London the Darwin exhibition ran
from November 2008 until April 2009
and in March a new permanent artwork by Tania
Kovats was unveiled. Inspired by Darwin’s tree of
life sketch, Tree is a thin vertical slice through a
200-year-old oak tree, from branch tips to roots,
applied to the ceiling of one of the main galleries. The Schools’ Programme during 2009 includes
Darwin activities for all age groups from the Annie
Darwin puppet workshops for Key Stages 1 and 2
to the Great Debate workshops for Key Stage 4. In
this workshop, which runs weekly during term time,
students stage a debate re-creating the controversies around the publication of On the Origin of
Species by gathering evidence for their arguments
from the displays in the Museum.

For more information about all Darwin
events during 2009, please see the Darwin200 website
Other Useful Websites:
Darwin 200, www.Darwin200.org
The Great Plant Hunt, www.greatplanthunt.org
Survival Rivals, www.survivalrivals.org
Evolution Megalab, www.evolutionmegalab.org
The Natural History Museum Schools’ Programme
www.nhm.ac.uk/education/activities/schoolactivities/schools-programme/index.html

In the next issue
of Environmental
Education:
Darwin in the Classroom
How to teach the concepts simply

The Exhibition
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Natural Learning
Forest School in Norfolk
Louise Ambrose, Norfolk Forest School Coordinator, Trainer and Practitioner

F

orest School is quickly growing across
the UK and the East of England is no
exception. Norfolk County Council’s Environmental and Outdoor Learning team
have strategically steered Forest School
developments in Norfolk since 2007 and already we
have over 60 Forest School practitioners qualified
or in training. Some of our practitioners work at
sites and have groups visit them, however most are
practitioners in schools or Early Years settings that
have embedded Forest School into their existing
practice.

Enjoying being outside is embedded in the Forest School ethos

What is Forest School?
Forest School is an outdoor learning ethos originating from Scandinavian Early Years practice and
brought to the UK in the late 1990s. Some may say
that ‘Forest School’ is not an appropriate title, as
you do not necessarily need a forest and it is not at
all like a school! Norfolk County Council has drawn
up the following list of key elements that it considers underpin the Forest School ethos:
•

•

•
•
•

A long-term, repetitive learning process –
children should have repeated contact with a
space so they can develop a deep relationship
with the environment and revisit activities to
consolidate learning.
Involves a natural outdoor space – the
ethos, not the site, makes it ‘Forest School’. For
example, with some creative thinking school
grounds can provide important learning experiences.
Delivered by qualified practitioners who are
trained in and are able to combine both practical skills and child development theory.
Learner-led – learners take control of their
own learning, supported by practitioners who
facilitate learning through a range of methods.
Process-focused – by observing and understanding the learning process of each individual
practitioners can give effective support.

Forest School also produces other benefits.
Research in the UK suggests that it increases life
skills, helps to develop creativity and imagination,
8
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Letting imagination take over - a pupil and his boat

and improves confidence and self-esteem. Everyone has the time and space they need to develop
at their own pace. Repeated contact with a place
deepens their connection and understanding of
that place. This is vital for our children if we want to
develop a sustainable society in future.
Learner-led? What does that look like?

Picture a sunny day in June. A group of children
are exploring the Forest School area they helped
develop in their school grounds. A few are dipping
in the pond they helped dig out and are discussing
what they have caught.
Other children are making rafts to sail on the
pond. They have collected sticks and are busy lashing them together. One child demonstrates ‘snake
lashing’. Another passes a rope over a tree branch
to lift the basket she has tied to the other end,

while a group gathers round to discuss what her
basket can carry. Yet another child prepares a stick
to make bread over a fire, around which an adult
and other children are making up a story about
woodland elves.
This scene could be a Forest School after two
and a half terms. Children do not necessarily start
off being comfortable with these outdoor activities,
and initially certain health and safety boundaries
need to be established and explained to the group.
However, after systems and procedures are well
embedded, it is time for the adults to step back and
trust the children.

•

•

•

Ripple Effects of Forest School
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” Albert Einstein
•
The effects of Forest School can be powerful and
far-reaching. In Norfolk we have observed the following:
• Whole school commitment – Forest School
often starts with one practitioner and one
group of children, but once the benefits are
recognised the initiative may become extended
to the whole school and embedded in the curriculum.
• School grounds – Forest School may lead to
the development of school grounds to enhance
settings and natural areas.
• Parental support – many Forest Schools have
commented on increased parental involvement

and sometimes a modification of parenting
styles to become less directive.
Outdoor play – many parents report that their
children are more confident outdoors, wanting
to play more often in the garden or visit woodlands.
Local landowners – Forest School practitioners often make links with local landowners.
This increases understanding within the wider
community and can provide schools with practical support.
Education for sustainability – as learners
become more connected with the natural world
they want to do more to protect it, leading
schools to get involved with other environmental initiatives and organisations. Through their
children parents may also increase their own
understanding of the natural world.
Demand for training – the initiative may lead
to whole staff teams becoming trained in using
the outdoors effectively.

Norfolk Forest School Strategy

“If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of
wonder, he needs the companionship of at
least one adult who can share it, rediscovering
with him the joy, excitement and mystery of
the world we live in.” Rachel Carson
In Norfolk Forest School is steered by a group
of organisations including Norfolk County
Council, Broads Authority, Forestry Commis-

>>
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sion, The National Trust and Norfolk Wildlife Trust.
Delivery is co-ordinated within the Environment and
Outdoor Learning team. We have the support of the
Early Years and Extended Schools team and much
of the funding has come from this source. Key elements of the strategy are:
•
•

•

•

•
•

Training – many level 1 and level 3 training
courses are held, and the costs are often subsidised by grant funding.
Communication – a practitioner network holds
regular meetings to share practice and gain
support. An electronic newsletter is distributed
termly, and a website and web forum containing many resources is available.
Evaluation and Research – local evaluative
studies have shown the impact of Forest School
on learning and achievement, and their findings
have been essential in gaining funding support.
Kit-loaning system – practitioners can borrow

various kits of presentations and equipment to
support their Forest School.
Mentor Scheme – practitioners identified as
delivering good practice have been targeted to
support other practitioners in training.
Continued Professional Development – a
programme of CPD has been developed to
widen outdoor learning opportunities and
enrich Forest School practice.

Sometimes establishing a Forest School is challenging. There are many potential barriers, so in Norfolk
we have tried to support practitioners by developing possible solutions. See the table below for the
barriers and their possible solutions.

Potential Barrier

Possible Solutions

Line Manager/head teacher/governors/other staff do not
believe in its importance.
Existing curriculum restrictive

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practitioners operating in isolation

•
•

10
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A Key Stage 3 Geography Enquiry

“It’s not the load that breaks you down, it’s the
way you carry it.” Unknown

More Information —
Norfolk’s Forest School website can be
found on:
www.norfolk.gov.uk/outdoorlearning
The Forest Education Initiative (FEI) have
cluster groups across the UK, many of which
support Forest School developments. You
can search for groups in your area on:
www.foresteducation.org
Archimedes have a comprehensive website
with searchable map and online forum,
found here:
www.forestschools.com

Misconceptions about what Forest School is and how to
establish it.

Homes or Habitats?

Potential Barriers to Forest School and Possible Solutions

Hunting for minibeasts

Funding for training, kit, grounds development, transport,
etc.

Local Environmental Education: Primary

Borrow the presentation kit to explain what Forest
School is and its benefits.
Remind others about the Learning Outside the Classroom Manifesto and OFSTEDs support of outdoor
learning WEB LINK www.lotc.org.uk/resources/research
Support from the local authority.
Much of the training in Norfolk is subsidised. Some
Early Years settings have accessed free training which
has been funded by the Early Years team.
Signpost and support settings apply for grants.
Borrow boxes of equipment.
Signpost and support settings develop their grounds.
Ensure high quality training is provided in the area.
Communication with head teachers/managers from
County Council.
Communications to practitioners reinforce the ethos
of Forest School.
CPD training reinforces Forest School ethos.
Regular E-newsletters and network meetings, website
and web forum.
Mentors available to support practitioners.

Discussions with property developer Ron Nash

Jan Pitman, Learning Manager,
Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse

H

omes or Habitats?’ is a Key Stage 3 Geography day run by Gressenhall Farm and
Workhouse, part of Norfolk Museums
and Archaeology Service. The event uses
Theatre in Education to bring to life a
familiar storyline: an application has been made to
build houses on the farm and a planning enquiry
is being held to consider the matter. ‘Homes or
Habitats?’ is one of the most popular events in
Gressenhall’s schools’ programme. During the past
year one thousand three hundred High School
pupils have visited the museum to talk to, and
argue with, the characters they meet and to make
their opinions known at the concluding planning
enquiry.
Environmental issues are central to the day.
Students meet four characters with different views
about the proposed development: the property
developer, naturalist, farmer and low-waged worker.
Interaction with these characters raises issues of
environmental change, sustainability and interdependence head-on.

The villain of the piece
Every good drama needs a decent villain and, at risk
of offending our friends in the housing industry,
ours is provided by Ron Nash, the property developer. Mr. Nash takes pupils to his Site Office (the
Workhouse Boardroom) where he asks them to help
position the houses, roads and other amenities for
his proposed development. This activity is a vehicle
for discussion and debate. The students are made
aware that there will be a cost to the development,
illustrated by the Barn Owls, whose habitat will be
destroyed by the houses.
Intentionally provocative, Ron is a man who
looks back to the 1980s as a Golden Age. He stresses
the need for more houses and makes the case for
the right of the individual to live, and spend, as they
wish. There is a fine line between dramatic licence
and caricature and it must be said that, on occasion,
Mr. Nash crosses this divide. However, Homes or
Habitats is a drama, not reality. The purpose of the
day is to excite debate and, in part, this is achieved
through a character whom students ‘love to hate’.
Ron Nash is pitted against the Naturalist. She
argues that we have a responsibility to the
natural world and that quality of life cannot be
measured in pounds (interestingly, the Natural-

>>
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ist has never been given a surname - the characters
of ‘good guys’ are seldom as developed as baddies).
The Naturalist’s session begins in water meadows
below the Farm where she helps the children identify different habitats: woodland, water meadow,
hedgerow, river, arable and pasture. Focusing
attention upon the Food Chain, pupils identify top
predators and consider their vulnerability to change
– illustrated by the Barn Owl. The session continues
in one of the farm buildings where children dissect
and identify the contents of owl pellets produced
by our resident pair. This highlights the owl’s dependence upon particular prey, in this case mostly
shrews.
A balanced debate
Polarised opinion may make for good drama, but
it seldom encourages balanced debate. For this
reason the two remaining characters offer more
complex points of view. The third session is provided by the Farmer. The Farmer is struggling to
keep a Norfolk smallholding going and, without
children prepared to take up farming, has been
forced to consider selling. However, although proceeds from the sale will balance the books and leave
a tidy retirement sum, the Farmer is keenly aware
of place and tradition and does not wish to give up
the family farm. The children are taken on a cart
ride around the site during which the Farmer outlines her problems and asks the children to suggest
ways out of her predicament.
The fourth session is led by Jimmy, a homeless
labourer. Jimmy is ambivalent about the development - his priority is to find somewhere to live. The
planned neo-Georgian properties are way beyond
his means but he would support a development
which included low-cost housing. Jimmy asks the
children to help him sort out his budget to see how
much money he has available for rent, a stark illustration of the problems of low-waged workers in an
inflated housing market.
The day hopes to show that the world is seldom black and white. For this reason, although
each character has a clear point of view, they will
compromise if pressured to do so by students. The
property developer is prepared to reduce the number and size of the houses, the farmer will listen to
alternative ways to make money from the farm and
the naturalist will consider careful development on
the less sensitive parts of the site.
A planning enquiry
Homes and Habitats concludes with a Planning
Enquiry, a setting for students to review learning,
make decisions and state cases. This is an essential part of the event, a culmination of the active
role which students have been encouraged to play
throughout the day. Students discuss whether they
think the houses should be built and if they would
12
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support any compromise solutions. Each group
elects a spokesperson to voice their group’s position. Although quiet is insisted upon when people
are speaking, we encourage some cheering or
booing to generate atmosphere and help students
engage with the drama. Once each spokesperson
has given their verdict, the property developer
makes a compromise suggestion (usually fewer
expensive and more low-cost housing), and an individual vote is taken. The application is then either
accepted or rejected. It should be noted that the
application is usually rejected and a disgusted Mr.
Nash storms out of the building with the jeers of
the students ringing in his ears.
The numbers of children attending the event
is not the only gauge of its success. A Museums and Library Association publication ‘Engage,
learn, achieve: The impact of museum visits on
the attainment of secondary pupils in the East of
England 2006-2007’ (Leicester 2007) used Homes or
Habitats? as a case study. It concluded that the day
successfully encouraged changes in values, specifically relating to the environment. It also identified
an increase in the attainment levels of assessed
work amongst children who had participated.
Meeting learning needs at Key Stage 3
This success is the result of careful planning
between the Museums Service, local High Schools
and Norfolk Children’s Services Secondary Strategy
Consultant. It goes without saying that schools will
only visit if an event fits their learning needs. In
this case the day was carefully tailored to meet the
key concepts, processes and range and content
of the Geography curriculum. It aimed to address
weaknesses in communication and enquiry skills
which were identified by teaching staff, in particular
understanding and interpreting differing points of
view and developing and communicating coherent
arguments.
Homes or Habitats is set in the modern world
and so must be open to change. We are currently
monitoring the down-turn in the housing market.
At the time of writing Ron Nash remains typically
bullish about the green shoots of recovery. However, should the credit crunch deepen he may be
inclined to think about building an eco-town on
the site. We are also working with two local High
Schools on a tourism variant which will see Mr. Nash
re-born as a Theme Park developer, intent upon
bringing his version of Alton Towers to rural Norfolk. Time will tell if he enjoys more success in this
guise that he has in housing.
More information —
Gressenhall Museum of Norfolk Life is open
from February to November.
For further information email:
gressenhall.musuem@norfolk.gov.uk
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Energy Busters
Norfolk Schools Fight Climate Change
Kathryn Leigh, Energy Busters Outreach Project
Manager

I

n 2005 the National Trust’s Brancaster Millennium Activity Centre piloted an Energy Outreach
Programme – ‘Energy Busters’. It was developed as a partnership between The National
Trust, Norfolk County Council Environmental
Education Services, Norfolk Property Services (NPS)
and the University of East Anglia’s Carbon Reduction
Department (CreD). The aim of the programme
was to reduce energy use in schools that had high
rates of electricity, gas and oil consumption and
as a result save the school money. In addition,
important aspects of the Education for Sustainable Development curriculum were covered in the
classroom and pupils were empowered to take
action to improve their school environment. Five
schools took part in the pilot programme with great
success, and an average percentage reduction in
electricity use of 35%.
A long term programme to make a lasting
change
Following the success of the pilot programme further funding was received and to date 65 primary
schools have participated with continued success,
achieving a reduction in electricity use of 19%. A
secondary school programme was developed in
2008, in which so far 5 schools have been involved
and these too reduced their electricity use by 27%.
In September 2008 Norfolk County Council pledged
to fund the programme for 5 years enabling all
Norfolk schools to take part, helping Norfolk
County Council meet its targets for cutting carbon emissions. The schools involved have not only
saved money but reduced their impact on climate
change.
Switch Off, Keep Cool!
A class from each school is involved in 5 special lessons about energy resources and how our use of
them can have an impact on the environment. A
variety of activities are used throughout the programme including a very popular game ‘Energy
Busters Bingo’ during which the children have to
make decisions about the positive and negative
effects of both renewable and non-renewable
energy resources. The class then conducts an
energy survey of the school and identifies where

Rosemary Musker High School pupils
conducting an energy survey

energy is being wasted: lights being left on when
not needed or doors left open when the heating
is on. The results of the survey inform the class’s
planning of a ‘Switch Off Keep Cool’ week. During this week the whole school aims to reduce its
energy consumption by modifying its behaviour
ensuring that lights are only on if in use, computer
equipment is switched off after use and doors and
windows remain appropriately closed. The class
monitor the whole school’s progress and classes
that have performed well are awarded a certificate.
Posters and switch stickers are displayed to remind
everyone about good practice. A number of skills
are used during the programme including data
handling, giving presentations, ICT and scientific
investigation. The final session allows the children
to write an Action Plan for continued energy-saving
work in school; this includes no-cost actions and
identifying higher-cost energy-saving initiatives
which can be implemented with funding that has
been set aside by Norfolk County Council. The
energy savings are calculated by recording weekly
meter readings for electricity so ‘normal’ use can
be compared with ‘Switch Off, Keep Cool’ week use.
The energy savings are celebrated with the children
and motivate further energy saving work in the
schools.
The Big Switch!
The secondary programme is very similar to
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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Roots and
shoots
the primary school programme with the initial
session building up to an
energy saving week in
school - the ‘Big Switch’. A
group of 20 year 8 students plus some older
students acting as mentors are involved in the
sessions. The programme
begins with a global look
at climate change, with
students taking on the
role of different countries
and debating the fairness
Fairhaven pupils assembly a model wind turbine
and difficulties in agreeing targets for tackling
climate change. The UK is then discussed before
The Outreach Education Officer Clare Eke is
bringing the discussion to a local and school level.
delighted with the results. “The children involved
Students conduct an energy survey of their school
have worked really hard and achieved fantastic
and identify action points. The no cost actions
results; they have made a difference to their school
are then promoted through the preparation and
and the environment. The enthusiasm of the chilperformance of a whole school assembly. Initiatives
dren has been the main driver in obtaining these
and publicity for the Big Switch are also prepared
excellent results. I hope that they continue to work
to encourage whole school participation during the
hard and save energy, a number of the schools
energy saving week. The group then run their Big
are planning to hold further ‘Switch Off Keep Cool’
Switch week and during the final session the energy
weeks.”
savings achieved are calculated. The students
The feedback received from schools has been
discuss options for further energy saving work in
excellent, with all schools involved stating they
school including higher cost energy saving instalwould recommend the programme to colleagues
lations such as solar panels, biomass boilers and
in other establishments. A large proportion of the
even a wind turbine. Norfolk County Council have
children take the energy saving ideas home - reducpledged to fund higher cost initiatives in secondary
ing household energy consumption.
schools.
The Energy Outreach programme was recently
short listed for a National Energy Efficiency award.
Saving energy with pupil power
In 2009 The National Trust will work with Suffolk
Despite the allocation of funding to both primary
County Council to pilot the primary programme in
and secondary schools from Norfolk County Council
5 schools.
both the National Trust and County Council believe
More information —
the savings achieved through no-cost changes are
integral to schools’ reducing their energy use. The
If you are interested in the Energy Outreach
initial energy savings achieved through the ‘Switch
programme please contact Kathryn Leigh
Off, Keep Cool’ week and the ‘Big Switch’ provide
on 01485 210719 or email kathryn.leigh@
a quick sense of achievement and act to motivate
nationaltrust.org.uk.
further energy-saving work in schools. Clearly the
funding of energy-saving initiatives will support
For further information regarding courses
schools in reducing energy use and cutting carbon
available at Brancaster Millennium Activemissions but pupil power must be the starting
ity Centre please contact Joanna Johnson
point.
on 01485 210719 or email brancaster@
nationaltrust.org.uk
Working hard to achieve fantastic results
14
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Growing for the Future

Chris Wright, Holt Hall Field Studies Centre, Norfolk County Council

I

am passionate about growing fruit and vegetables and passionate about working with young
people in the outdoors and so when the opportunity arose to start a new community project in
a neglected garden I jumped at the chance.

A great opportunity to sow some seeds for the
future
The Victorian walled garden at Holt Hall was in a
poor condition two years ago; run down through
a lack of money and vision. However, even in this
uncared-for state, standing in the garden was pure
joy as I had harboured an ambition for a number of
years to initiate a project, where, through growing
fruit and vegetables, young people could discover
themselves and improve their health and wellbeing.
Having taught environmental science and rural
studies in a special needs school at Sidestrand Hall
for some six years my vision was to be able to offer
the experience of ‘growing your own’ to a wider
audience. Without the constraints of operating
within a single school, and with the superb resource
offered by the walled garden and greenhouse, I had
all the necessary tools to teach old skills to a new
generation - ‘Roots and Shoots – Growing for the
Future’ was born.
In September 2007 with Norfolk County Council
Children’s Services and funding from the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and Defra, the work
commenced, recruiting students from a variety of
senior schools and working with community organisations and the youth service. The garden began to
come to life.
Initially students coming to work did this free
of charge and all work was linked to external qualifications such as ASDAN-CoPE, Bronze and Silver
Challenge awards as well as the XL programme.
Student profiles ranged from GCSE Year 10 students
to Special Needs or the disaffected and disenfranchised.
The three main objectives of the project were
to grow fruit and vegetables organically for use by
students and groups visiting the study centre, create work-related learning opportunities and teach

Students with their produce

horticulture and other skills used to regenerate
the walled garden. It also linked very closely to the
Year of Food and Farming and supported schools in
developing their own growing schemes and teaching teachers how to manage such projects.
“You only get out of the land what you put in”
The other underlining feature was to be able to
make the project sustainable and attract funding
for the continuing development. As the project
progressed through the seasons it was important
to be able to bring the garden into operation and
we started by reinstating the borders around the
edge of the wall. These had not been cultivated for
a while and the soil in this area of North Norfolk
(the Holt-Cromer ridge, a prehistoric moraine) is
very light and stony. It was therefore vitally important to adopt a Victorian gardening principle and
that is ‘You only get out of the land what you put
in’.
We therefore made it our priority to give the
existing soil lots of good quality natural compost,
mushroom compost and organic pig manure, along
with leaf mould for mulching. By doing this we
were able to grow winter onions, shallots, garlic and
planted broad beans for overwintering. Our first
crops came in at the end of May and since then we
have not stopped producing, estimating that we
have produced in the region of £1,800 worth of
vegetables for the kitchen, as well as being able to
give students and visiting schools taster sessions of
raw vegetables. Many students locally and from distant counties have never tasted fresh peas, home
grown tomatoes or dug potatoes.
During the first year the project was recognised
through the North Norfolk District Council Environmental Awards by being awarded The John
Sweeney Award for Sustainability, The project
was also honoured by The Council for the

>>
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DIARY DATES FOR SPRING 2009
Don’t forget 2009 is:

Woodlice sculptures made by students
decorate the walled garden

Protection of Rural England and gained a second
award. Valuable partnerships are being built with
national organisations such as the Royal Horticultural Society, Garden Organic (formerly HDRA),
Master Composters and Growing Schools. INSET
training relating to Food and Farming, Growing in
Schools and Developing School Grounds have all
been run successfully through the project and Field
Study Centre.
Expanding the scope of the project
The work of the project has also embraced other
groups of young people such as those that are not
in education, training and employment (NEET) as
well as those who are adults with learning disabilities. A day’s training has been devised that gives
the NEET young people a taste of Forest Schools,
learning skills such as campfire building, cooking
and fieldcraft and we have incorporated a session
working with a local artist Peter Talbot running
alongside this.
Peter has become a valuable partner as he
brings another dimension to the work through
his creative recycled sculptures. He has given the
students the ability to discover their creative side
and through designing the gate, making large-scale
mini beasts and exploring sound, the participants
gain an insight into what they can achieve – similarly
with work in the walled garden it is very obvious
that this is therapeutic for the participants.
As the second year unfolds, so the demand
has increased for participation, advice and training
from a wider range of sources. All groups are now
16
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International Year of Astronomy
www.astronomy2009.org

11		 World Population Day
		 www.unfpa.org/wpd

Charles Darwin’s 200th Birthday
www.darwin200.org

13-20		 Green Transport Week
		 (See Diary Follow-Up)

JUNE

25- 26 Festival of History
		 www.english-heritage.org.uk

1-7

National Volunteers Week
www.volunteersweek.org.uk

AUGUST

5

World Environment Day.
Theme: ‘Your Planet Needs You- Unite to
combat climate change’
www.unep.org

4-17		 National Marine Week
		 www.southeastmarine.org.uk

Gathering the veg of their labours

fully embedded and working towards a number of
awards. As well as this we are looking forward to
September to welcome the new Environmental and
Land- based diploma.
8
Celebrating the story so far
It has been very, very encouraging to see the
changes within many of the people, as they begin
to grow in confidence, discover their own abilities
through a much more flexible and creative curriculum and ultimately see how proud they are of their
achievements. In July last year the project brought
all groups together for a celebration. This was to
show each and every one that they were not alone,
as groups do not get the chance to see the others
coming in on different days. It also allowed us to be
able to say thank you to mentors, supporters and
those who have helped and supported the project
throughout the year.
The day was absolutely perfect, the sun shone,
food had been provided by the project from the
garden and was outstandingly delicious. During the
day certificates were presented to all those who
had participated in the work and we were able to
gather some valuable feedback from students,
teachers and supporters.
More Information —
Contact Chris Wright,
Email: rootsandshoots@holthall.norfolkedunet.gov.uk

Citizenship Annual Conference

World Oceans Day
www.mcsuk.org

9-13 National School Grounds Week
www.ltl.org.uk
13-21 Bike (to school?) Week
www.bikeweek.org.uk
14

World Blood Donor Day
www.wbdd.org

29

Change Your World
www.changeyourworld.org.uk

9

National Playday. 2009
Theme: Make Time! From parents, carers
and teachers, to policy makers and planners
- everyone can make time to protect children’s right to play.
www.playday.org.uk

21-23 British Birdwatching Fair
		 www.birdfair.org.uk
29 -30 European Bat Weekend
		 www.bats.org.uk
SEPTEMBER
5-20 Soil Association Organic Fortnight
www.organicweek.org

JULY
8-9

5		
		
		
		
		
		

‘Playing with the Elements’, Tutor Training
from Playwork Partnership. At University of
Gloucestershire. For info Tel
01242 714603, email: kconibere@glos.ac.uk
or www.playwork.co.uk
UK ITE Network for Education
Sustainable Development/Global

18-19 National Moth Night
(See Diary Follow-Up)
22

International Car-Free Day
www.22september.org

19-4 British Food Fortnight
www.britishfoodfortnight.co.uk
(See Diary Follow-Up)
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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OCTOBER
International Autumn Walk to School
Month 		
(See Diary Follow-Up)

RSPB Feed the Birds Day
www.bbc.co.uk/breathingplaces

NOVEMBER

3-11 Red Squirrel Week
www.wildlifetrusts.org

1

World Vegan Day
www.vegansociety.com

5

World Habitat Day
www.unhabitat.org

2

14

Environmental storytelling
Course at Wildwise, Devon.
www.wildwise.co.uk

‘Education for Sustainable Development
and Global Citizenship’
Training days for Science Teachers at Centre
for Alternative Technology (CAT)
(See Diary Follow Up)

16

‘Education for Sustainable Development
and Global Citizenship’
Training day for Maths Teachers at Centre for
Alternative Technology (CAT) in Powys, Wales.
(See Diary Follow Up)

20-26 Energy Saving Week
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk

16-22 International Education Week
www.teachernet.gov.uk/iew
23-29 Road Safety Week
(See Diary Follow Up)
25-6 National Tree Week
(See Diary Follow Up)

21

Apple Day
www.commonground.org.uk

DECEMBER

23

‘Education for Sustainable Development
and Global Citizenship’
Training day for Humanities Teachers at
Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT)
(See Diary Follow Up)

5-6

Tree Dressing Weekend
www.commonground.org.uk

5

International Volunteer Day
www.worldvolunteerweb.org

DIARY FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION
NATIONAL INSECT WEEK (Usually June)
The next National Insect Week will take place in 2010
(it is held every 2 years). In the meantime we hope you
continue to use this website.
www.nationalinsectweek.co.uk
GREEN TRANSPORT WEEK (July)
The aim of Green Transport Week is to raise awareness
of the impact travel has on the environment, to make
people stop and think about the way they travel on
every journey and to send a message to the government that the people of Great Britain care about green
transportation issues.
www.eta.co.uk
NATIONAL MOTH NIGHT (September)
Aims to raise awareness of moths and provides opportunities to: record moths in your garden or further
afield, get together with friends to record moths,
attend a public event to find out about the wonderful world of moths, search for target species or select
your own.
Remember to send in your sightings to build up an
18
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important snapshot of what is on the wing.
www.nationalmothnight.info
BRITISH FOOD FORTNIGHT (September)
Schools are invited to teach children how to prepare
simple meals using the best of Britain’s in-season produce and to enter British Food Fortnight’s ‘Cook for
Life’ Challenge, sponsored by Kenwood, to find the
school that incorporates cookery within the National
Curriculum in the most imaginative and innovative
way. Best practice advice on including food within the
curriculum will be sent to 35,000 schools in Britain in
the build-up to the event. And the event’s network
of cooks and chefs working with schools to educate
the next generation about the delights of our national
produce and how to cook it will be consolidated to
ensure it remains the largest volunteer movement
educating children about food.
www.britishfoodfortnight.co.uk
AUTUMN WALK TO SCHOOL MONTH (Oct)
Walk to School Month is for pupils, parents, schools
and local authorities. It’s a chance to come together
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and promote walking to school and all the health,
safety, social and environmental benefits it brings.
The number of children travelling to school by car
has doubled over the last 20 years. Getting children
back in the habit of walking to school has obvious
environmental benefits, and it helps with the fight
against childhood obesity too. Currently only around
half of 7- to 11-year-olds are doing the recommended one hour of moderate physical activity a
day. So it’s essential to get kids moving. The journey
to and from school is the perfect place to start.
www.walktoschool.org.uk
EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING DAYS AT CAT (Oct, Nov)
The Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT) in Powys,
Wales is running a series of ESD training courses for
educators in October and November. They will also
come and deliver CPD at your school. For more
details email education@cat.org.uk or tel 01654
705 983.
ROAD SAFETY WEEK (November)
Every 18 minutes, a child is killed or injured on UK
roads.
Educators play an essential role in educating children
and young people on the risks they face on roads
and steps they must take to protect themselves and
others while walking, cycling and travelling in vehicles. Download your FREE road safety action pack,
including posters at
www.roadsafetyweek.org.uk
NATIONAL TREE WEEK (November)
First mounted in 1975, National Tree Week is UK’s largest tree celebration annually launching the start of the
winter tree-planting season. This is a great chance for
communities (and schools) to do something positive
for their local treescape. Each year, voluntary bodies
and local authorities, up to 200 schools, community
groups and many others, support the initiative by
setting up fun, worthwhile and accessible events,
inspiring upward of a quarter of a million people to
get their hands dirty and together plant around a
million trees. To get your school involved visit:
www.treecouncil.org.uk

RESOURCES
(including Awards and Funding)
LONDON SCHOOLS AWARDS DISCONTINUED
‘Following five years of the London Schools Environment Awards (LSEA), the Greater London Authority
has decided not to continue with the scheme due
to a significant lack of external sponsorship. “The
LSEA has been instrumental in encouraging London
primary schools to take part in environmental education. When the LSEA was implemented in 2003, it
was designed to act as a catalyst for environmen-
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tal education. Five years on, there is now a plethora
of projects that schools can participate in. Whilst
the Greater London Authority remains committed
to working with schools on environmental issues,
it does not want to duplicate any of these projects
that are now in place.’
www.london.gov.uk/mayor/education/lsea/
index.jsp
SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS
The British Council for School Environments has produced a free booklet Sustainable Schools - Getting
It Right that identifies features which help recently
built schools to become more sustainable in their
use. For further details see:
www.bcse.uk.net/downloads//IC7977_BCSE_
Brochure_F.pdf
TIGER RESOURCES
Visit the WWF website to focus on Global Dimensions
through the exploration of Tigers. With a stunning
A2 poster, questions, activity ideas and background
information, the resource will certainly inspire your
students. Downloadable at:
www.wwf.org.uk/what_we_do/working_
with_schools/resources/online_resources/
learn_2008_2009/learn_autumn_2008_issue/
index.cfm
GOING NUTS FOR DORMICE
This year, wildlife charity the People’s Trust for
Endangered Species (PTES) celebrates 21 years of the
National Dormouse Monitoring Programme (NDMP),
the longest running national mammal monitoring
project in the world. The programme involves the
collection of data on the numbers and density of
dormice in different habitats and places throughout their remaining range. There are many events
for children and young people being run. For details
on the events taking place, see: www.ptes.org/
gonutsfordormice
BARNABY BEAR
The official Barnaby Bear website has been given a
facelift. It still features an interactive game, a storyboard, photographs, case studies, links and resources
- look out for new additions throughout the site. The
Geographical Association is always on the lookout
for new teaching resources to add to the site so if
you’ve created something you’d like to share, contact barnabybear@geography.org.uk.
Or visit
www.geography.org.uk/eyprimary/barnabybear
PRINCE’S RAINFOREST PROJECT
Specifically for schools, the PRP offers free lesson plans and activity ideas that will help you teach
children aged 3 to 18 about the importance of the
world’s rainforests, biodiversity and sustainability.
www.princesrainforestsproject.org/schools
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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FREE DARWIN POSTER
Open2.net, the Open University, is giving away a free
‘Tree of Life’ poster to UK and Ireland residents in
celebration of Darwin Day 2009.
www.open2.net/darwin/poster.html
NEW ENVIRONMENT AGENCY WEBSITE
The EA have launched a new version of their website
to improve its performance, usability and reliability
for their customers (though not young people). The
kids section of the website, which had advice and
fun and games, is no longer available.
www.environment-agency.gov.uk
PROJECT GENIE
Sponsored by BT, ‘Project Genie’ aims to educate
and empower children to engage with parents,
teachers and communities to make a difference.
The website includes printable resources for 7- to
11-year-olds, with lessons to help children evaluate
and discuss concerns about climate change. At the
core of the learning resources pack is a free 48-page
colour storybook –The Genie in the Bottle – a powerful, cautionary tale written by Hugh Montgomery
and illustrated by Matt Murphy. Schools can order a
copy of the book by email: Rachel@projectgenie.org.
uk with your name, school address, telephone number and number of books you need for your school.
Note from the website: ‘Please remember books are
free to all 7- to 11-year-olds so if you need 240, just
let us know’.
www.btbetterworld.com/genie
FOOD STORIES
“Food ties us to our families, to our wider communities and…transports us into other worlds, offering
us tastes of other cultures and unknown traditions”.
The Food Stories is an interactive website designed
primarily for KS3 and KS4 citizenship and geography
students. It explores issues such as food and identity,
production, technology, regulation and eating habits.
www.bl.uk/learning/resources/foodstories/
USING ICT TO ENHANCE LEARNING AT KS4
This exciting new project site seeks to share ideas
regarding the use of digital learning resources in supporting subject learning and teaching at Key Stage 4.
The project is based around a number of ideas and
activities that have been generated by project team
members all of whom are members of the Geographical Association and/or the Royal Geographical
Society (with IBG).
www.geography.org.uk/projects/ks4ict
LIVING GEOGRAPHY
‘Living Geography’ is geography which is alive and
relevant. It supports and encourages curiosity about
the wider world through an enquiry approach and
develops pupils’ ability to give creative and critical
responses to everyday issues. In this way, it is bound
20
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up with education for sustainable development (ESD)
and has a strong fieldwork component to underpin
active engagement. The ‘Young Geographers’ project was a three-month pilot project which aimed to
support teachers in planning for and carrying out
a short unit of work with a focus on Living Geography. Teachers were asked to design some locality
fieldwork, thinking about aspects of ESD and personalising planning to suit their school context. For
resources and info
www.geography.org.uk/projects/younggeographers
STAMP PROGRAMME 2009
Royal Mail Special Stamps this year include aims to
‘capture the richness and diversity of British heritage
and culture’, with many references to the natural
and built environments.
Including; British Design Classics, Robert Burns, Darwin, Celebrating Wales, Pioneers of the Industrial
Revolution, Plants (Action for Species 3) and Mythical
Creatures.
www.royalmail.com
FLOOD ALERT WEBSITE
Some good case studies for KS2 upwards – How Britain is coping with a wetter climate
www.guardian.co.uk/floodalert
NEW GEOGRAPHY JOURNAL
The Geographical Association has a new online
journal. GeogEd publishes original draft articles
reporting research in the field of geographical education. GeogEd differs from other journals in that
the articles in it are not completed articles but ‘work
in progress’. The articles in GeogEd will be of interest
to those involved in teacher education, to teachers
of geography and to students on PGCE and Higher
Degree courses.
For details visit:
w w w. g e o g r a p h y. o r g . u k / p r o j e c t s / g t i p /
geogede-journal

BUILDINGS, INDUSTRIALISATION & WASTE
PRECYCLE, DONT RECYCLE
What could be easier than recycling? Not having the
packaging to recycle in the first place!
The term ‘precycle’ was invented in 1988 for a
waste awareness campaign in the USA. Precyclers
try to take home as little packaging as possible when
out shopping. For example, instead of buying apples
sitting on a plastic tray covered in plastic film, a precycler would choose to buy loose apples and carry
them home in their own reusable fabric bag. People in the UK throw away nearly six million tonnes
of packaging a year. Although the amount being
recycled is going up all the time, it’s even better for
the environment not to use the packaging to begin
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with. There are some shops where you put items like
pasta and rice into your own containers.
Top tips to precycle: take a reusable shopping bag,
don’t put loose fruit and veg in individual plastic
bags, carry your lunch to school in a lunchbox with a
reusable bottle, shop at local and independent stores
as they often use less packaging, buy bread from a
baker or, better still, make your own!
www.firstnews.co.uk/Home/Green/tabid/126/
Default.aspx
MILK BOTTLES – A MODEL OF SUSTAINABILITY?
Glass milk bottles are re-used up to 20 times for doorstep deliveries. After this bottles are crushed and
used for road aggregate or sandblasting. No glass
milk bottle residue is ever disposed of in landfill.
‘Your Environment’ Issue 22, Feb-Apr 2009.
BAGS ARE BINNED
Seven supermarket chains have agreed to halve
the number of plastic carrier bags they give out to
customers. This will save enough bags to fill 60 Olympic-sized swimming pools, over five billion bags.
‘Your Environment’ Issue 22, Feb–Apr 2009
ROOFTOP RESERVES
A project to build a network of rooftop nature
reserves for urban wildlife was launched by Germaine
Greer in London. The new Living Roofs for Wildlife
project will create seven ‘living roofs’ for rare bugs
and birds in some of London’s most densely populated areas. Species that are likely to benefit include
the endangered Brown-banded carder bee and the
Black redstart.
www.livingroofs.org
LEVELLING LITTERBUGS
More fines should be handed out to litterbugs as figures show the amount of rubbish left around Britain
has rocketed in the last few decades. The Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) and the Policy
Exchange think tank which carried out the research
called for a new national body to coordinate antilittering initiatives and tougher action on offenders.
World Environment News 10.03.09

CLIMATE
CLIMATE CHANGE CHAMPIONS
Nine youngsters recently visited the Prime Minister
Gordon Brown as winners of the Government’s Climate Change competition. They then represented
the UK at a Climate Change expedition. Here are
some of the Climate Change Champions’ tips for
saving energy and reducing carbon emissions: Put
the dishwasher or washing machine on with only a
full load, Wash your clothes at 30° instead of 40° – it’ll
use less energy. Turning down your home’s thermostat by one degree can help reduce heating bills by
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up to 10% and save around £40 per year. Parents love
a cuppa, but remind them that if every household
boiled just enough water for a cup of tea, they could
save 20kg of CO2 a year. To see the rest visit:
www.ngkids.co.uk/inside_scoop/419/climate_
change_champions
SNOW STOPPING THESE EXPLORERS!
Scouts across the UK made the most of the winter
weather with some impromptu outdoor activities including a group of London Scouts at a loose end.
Peter, Leader of the Walthamstow District Explorer
Scout Unit ‘County Ducks’, decided the snow was
too good an opportunity to miss on Tuesday. He
called up nine of his Explorers, young people aged
14-18, whose schools were closed for the day, and
invited them down to Gilwell Park, a 108-acre activity
centre near Epping Forest. The young people held
toboggan races and other snow-related hijinks all in
a safe environment.
www.members.scouts.org.uk/news.php, 04.02.09

ENERGY
G20 LEADERS URGED TO BACK ‘GREEN NEW DEAL’
World leaders that met in London in April were
advised by the UN to kick-start a “Green New Deal” to
fight climate change and revive the crippled global
economy. The Green New Deal is an initiative that
recommends responding to the depression through
massive investment in green infrastructure and
industries. The UN Environment Programme (UNEP)
says that political efforts to curb pollution, protect
forests, and avert global warming have failed, and
the world needs to learn from US President Franklin
Roosevelt’s response to the Great Depression.
World Environment News, 17.02.09
BRIDGEND CLEAN ENERGY PLANT
An integrated mechanical heat treatment with power
plant at Tythegston, Bridgend, in Wales will generate
enough electricity to supply its own needs and that
of approximately 4000 homes. The plant employs
a unique combination of steam treatment of solid
waste, the recovery of materials for recycling such
as plastics, metals and glass, while the remaining biomass, derived from the paper, cardboard and food
residues, is put through a process known as pyrolysis
to produce a gas. This gas is used to create steam,
which in turn drives an electricity-generating turbine. The 4MW of surplus electricity generated is fed
to the national grid.
ALGAE TO BE USED TO MAKE ‘GREEN’ OIL
The Carbon Trust is to contribute up to £6 million to
a UK research and development initiative that aims
to find a commercially viable method of producing a new biofuel made from algae. Initial forecasts
suggest that, by 2030, fuel made from algae could
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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replace more than 70 billion litres of fossil fuels used
in road transport and aviation each year – equivalent
to 12 per cent of annual global jet fuel consumption or six per cent of road transport diesel. And,
according to the Carbon Trust, it could potentially
save more than 160 million tonnes of carbon dioxide
emissions globally. “Everyone agrees that to tackle
climate change we must develop new and cleaner
fuels,” said Andrew Adonis, the UK’s transport minister. “This project demonstrates our commitment to
ensuring that second-generation biofuels are truly
sustainable.” Unlike conventional biofuels made from
crops, algae can be grown in the sea or in wastewater, while delivering six to ten times more energy
per hectare than first-generation biofuels and avoiding many of the negative environmental, ecological
and social impacts associated with them.
www.geographical.co.uk/Home/Climatewatch/Algae_-_Jan_09.html
LIGHTS OUT
Standard light bulbs could be banned in Europe by
2012, as the European Parliament considers a ban. It
is estimated that Europe could save £10bn a year on
energy bills if energy-saving bulbs became the standard.
Your Environment, Feb 2009

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES
NEW SECONDARY CURRICULUM
“The introduction of the new secondary curriculum this month (March) is a significant milestone for
education in England. The new curriculum offers real
opportunities for schools to raise the aspiration and
achievement of their students by making learning
relevant, engaging and irresistible for our youngsters.’ - Mick Waters, Director of Curriculum, QCA
The new curriculum is designed to encourage better inter-relational learning under several
cross-curriculum dimensions: identity and cultural
diversity, healthy lifestyles, community participation,
enterprise, global dimension and sustainable development, technology and the media, creativity and
critical thinking.
To find out more www.qca.org.uk/curriculum
GET OUT AND ABOUT…now!
At a time when there is a huge decline in children’s
contact with nature (one in five never visit the countryside), more and more evidence is emerging to show
that exposure to nature provides significant physical,
behavioural and intellectual benefits, particularly for
children. A study in ‘The American Journal of Public
Health’ found exposing children with ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) to the outdoors
significantly reduced their symptoms. According to
Aric Sigman, fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine
and British Psychological Society, “our contact with
22
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nature has a huge impact on our minds. It’s a case of
the greener the better”. All the researchers involved
in such studies recommend: “more outdoor play
time, greener playgrounds, more plants in schools,
school gardening and school trips to the countryside.”
TES, 24.10.08
And yet more evidence of the importance of
nature…
GREEN SPACE IMPROVES HEALTH
Researchers from the University of Glasgow have
found that in the greenest areas of the UK the health
gap between the richest and poorest people was
about half that in the least green areas. Dr Richard
Mitchell who led the study said “Not everyone has
equal access to green spaces, but when people do
have access they tend to use them…this has a direct
impact on their health.”
Your Environment, Issue 22. Feb-Apr 2009
NATIONAL ALLOTMENTS
The National Trust is to create 1,000 new allotment
plots on their land to help people grow their own
revolution. The plots will be created over the next
three years to give local communities the space to
grow their own fruit and vegetables. Each of the
new growing spaces will be created on communities’
doorsteps throughout England, Wales and Northern
Ireland, and will be registered through the Landshare
website:
www.landshare.net
PROMOTING PLAY
The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) have issued guidance on promoting
physical activity, active play and sport for all children
and young people up to the age of 18 in family, preschool, school and community settings. In a recent
survey only 45% of 15-year-old girls and 68% of
15-year-old boys questioned reached the recommended levels of activity. www.nice.org.uk
SUBSISTENCE FARMERS OFFER ALLOTMENT
ADVICE
Farmers from some of the world’s poorest countries
are offering expert advice to those in Britain who are
growing their own fruit and vegetables to beat the
budget blues. The farmers’ tips come with a crucial
message. Progressio, which has worked with farmers in the developing world since the 1970s, believes
that small-scale farmers are essential to solving the
escalating food crisis across the globe.
www.progressio.org.uk
NURSERY RHYME CENSORSHIP
“Drunken sailors” have been removed from the lyrics
of a nursery rhyme in a government-funded books
project, But the Bookstart charity says the re-writing of ‘What Shall We Do With the Drunken Sailor?’
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has “absolutely nothing to do with political correctness”. The charity says that the shift from drunken
sailor to “grumpy pirate” was to make the rhyme fit
a pirate theme, rather than censorship. Also, there
were complaints in 2006 about pre-school children
attending two nurseries in Oxfordshire being taught
“Baa Baa Rainbow Sheep”. And last year, a story based
on the Three Little Pigs fairy tale was turned down by
a government agency’s awards panel as the subject
matter could offend Muslims.
BBC News Channel, 30.01.09
NEW ‘ENVIRONMENT CENTRE WALES’
15 February 2008: A new £7m centre of excellence
for environmental science was officially opened in
Bangor by the Prime Minister, Gordon Brown. ‘Environment Centre Wales’ brings together the scientific
expertise of NERC’s Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (CEH) and Bangor University. Housed in a new,
purpose-built laboratory on the university campus,
the centre will allow CEH and University staff to work
together more closely to provide a focal point for
environmental research and training in Wales.
www.nerc.ac.uk/press/releases/2008/07-newcentre.asp
MANAGING TO FAIL
The first state school to be run by someone with no
classroom experience has been hit by a host of problems. Ofsted made an emergency inspection of the
Richard Rose Central Academy before Christmas, the
first to happen in an academy. There is concern that
Head Teacher Peter Noble’s lack of expertise in education has exacerbated the school’s problems.
TES 23.01.09

PLANTS AND ANIMALS
(BIODIVERSITY)

News&Views
migration that hope is fading fast and our concern
over the destructiveness of urban environments has
deepened.”
Guardian, 12.01.09
RAINFOREST REMITTANCE
Wealthy nations should pay tropical countries billions
of pounds a year to save their rainforests, according
to a report commissioned by Gordon Brown. John
Eliasch, the Prime Minister’s special representative
on deforestation and clean energy, said that avoiding the worst impacts of climate change will be next
to impossible without action on deforestation.
Your Environment, February 2009
PIG IGNORANT?
The RSPCA has launched a ‘Rooting for Pigs’ campaign, aiming to improve pig welfare and labelling
of pork products so consumers know exactly what
they are buying. In a survey they found only 2% of
people questioned understood the meaning of the
term ‘outdoor bred’. For information and to join the
campaign www.giveanimalsavoice.org.uk or text
OINK to 60022!
THE IMPORTANCE OF INSECTS
About two-thirds of all known species of living things
are insects, and there are over 21,000 insect species
in the UK. The plants that we grow for our food are
a source of food for many insects, too. Some of the
insects that visit these food plants are pests that
damage the crop, but many of them are beneficial,
either as pollinators of the crop or as predators and
parasites of pests. The importance of insects to the
growing of our food can be illustrated by observing
them on broad bean plants in the school garden or
in pots. For ideas and resources;
www.nationalinsectweek.co.uk/growingschoolsprogramme.php

Happy Birthday
The Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust celebrated
its 50th anniversary in March. The Trust is using the
occasion to highlight the It’s Time! campaign. Part of
the campaign involves sharing the stories of seven
iconic species whose programmes represent five
decades of pioneering conservation, Durrell’s global
programmes, and its plans for the future.
www.durrell.org

LEARNING TO BEE
Dr Nigel Rain, of the University of London, has discovered that the learning ability of bees mean that
they are able to collect more nectar. He tested bees
for their ability to learn which colour of plants in
their vicinity are good sources of pollen. Colonies of
bees that have quicker learners are ultimately more
successful.
Planet Earth, Winter 2008

POLLUTION BLAMED…AS THE CROW FLIES
Even the usually hardy crows have voted with their
wings and fled the toxic fumes of Tehran. Environmentalists say the previously pollution-resistant
crows have left in large numbers after air quality
in the city reached crisis level. In Iranian culture the
crow represents a harbinger of bad news, and in
this case it could well be true. Mohammed Bagher
Sadough, head of the city’s environment agency said
“The continued existence of the crows had given us
hope that wildlife could survive in the city. With their

Why not observe these clever creatures at work
in your school grounds with the …
GARDEN BEEWATCH
Record the birds and bees in your garden (or school
grounds) each week, and submit the data online or
by post. Sophisticated online software allows you to
view changes throughout the year, compare your
garden to others nationally, and generate all sorts of
fascinating information and statistics. www.bumblebeeconservationtrust.co.uk/surveys.htm
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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I LOVE SPIDERS!
“Spiders are in many ways the most exciting creatures
on earth. Right here in the UK we have spiders that’ll
dive underwater to catch tadpoles and even small
fish, spiders that tend their young in little creches
made from silken tents, little wolves that carry their
spiderlings around on their backs, even cute jumping
spiders that’ll bounce around like they’re on pogo
sticks - and will even show off to you if they think
you’re a rival! What spiders are NOT is dangerous
- I’d love a chance to convince every kid out there
that spiders are wonderful before they grow up and
inherit their parent’s fears!” says wildlife presenter
Steve Backshall, in support of Buglife’s ‘Love Spiders’
Campaign. Visit their website for spider facts, children’s activities and to spread spider love!
www.buglife.org.uk/discoverbugs/lovespiders
BIRDS IN DECLINE DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
A group of scientists has shown that climate change
is already having a detectable impact on birds across
Europe. The findings show a strong link between
observed population change of individual species
and the projected range change, associated with climate change, among a number of European birds.
The team has used all the data to compile an indicator showing how climate change is affecting wildlife
across Europe.
www.rspb.org.uk
BATS DEPICTED IN ICE-AGE AUSTRALIAN ROCK
ART
An ancient cave painting from northern Australia
depicts a previously unknown species of large bat.
Researchers think the rock art from Australia’s Kimberley region could date to the height of the last Ice
Age - about 20-25,000 years ago. Bats enews, Issue
16 January 2009. www.bats.org.uk

SOIL, ROCKS & MINERALS
(LAND)
GREEN COLLIERY
Bickershaw Colliery in Leigh, Wigan, is not pretty but
it is most definitely green. Ignoring the scars where
illegally driven 4x4s and offroad motorbikes have
been, you will find a wide variety of habitats. “There
are quite valuable areas of grassland with partridge
and hare, significant reed beds, and wetland that’s
home to…jacksnipe, great crested newts and water
voles,” says Mark Champion of Lancashire Wildlife
Trust. The site is part of a massive regeneration proj-

ect which will turn part of the colliery into a country/
activity park.
Source, Issue 18, Autumn 2008.
SOIL – THE FACTS:
It can take up to 500 years to form one cm of new
soil. Earthworms are vital to soil health, over 2.5 million live in an average hectare of farmland. UK soils
store 10 billion tonnes of carbon. More than half
the world’s species live in soil, that is more below
ground than all the plants and animals above the
ground. Leonardo da Vinci said: “We know more of
the movement of celestial bodies than about the soil
underfoot.” This is still true.
Your Environment, Issue 22. Feb-Apr 2009

WATER
GO DIVING WITH GOOGLE EARTH
The newest version of ’Google Earth’ now enables
users to dive beneath the surface of the sea and
explore the world’s oceans. It aims to engage thousands more people from all around the world so
they can learn so much more about the beauty and
fragility of the natural world, and the urgent need to
conserve it.
http://earth.google.com/
A great activity to try out with your class?
UNDERWATER NOISE POLLUTION
Levels of noise in the world’s oceans are causing
serious problems for whales, dolphins and other
marine mammals, a new report warns. The International Fund for Animal Welfare (Ifaw) says undersea
noise blocks animals’ communication and disrupts
feeding. In some regions, the level of ocean noise
is doubling each decade, and Ifaw says protective
measures are failing. “Humanity is literally drowning out marine mammals,” says Robbie Marsland, UK
director of Ifaw. “While nobody knows the precise
consequences for specific animals, unless the international community takes preventive measures we
are likely to discover only too late the terrible damage we’re causing.”
www.ifaw.org/ifaw_united_kingdom/
“Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and
right doing, there is a field.
I’ll meet you there.” 			

We Want To Know!
Contributions to

News and Views are very welcome

Please email to: info@naee.org.uk, with ‘News and Views’ in the subject heading
Or send to the address on page 3
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Green Exercise
for Young People
© Suffolk Wildlife Trust

News&Views

Cristie Purser, Youth Outdoor Experience
Project, Suffolk Wildlife Trust
What is the Youth Outdoor Experience Project?
The Youth Outdoor Experience (YOE) Project, managed by Suffolk Wildlife Trust and funded by Natural
England, provides outdoor activities with a difference for young people aged 11-18.
The YOE project, based in Lowestoft and
covering the Waveney area, is one of eight demonstration Green Exercise projects selected from
150 projects happening around the country. The
projects are designed to test the effectiveness of a
variety of different forms of Green Exercise as a way
of getting people more active outdoors.
‘Green Exercise’ can be defined as any informal
physical activity that takes place outdoors. Green
Exercise connects people to nature in their local
area and is one of the most cost-effective ways of
improving the nation’s physical and mental wellbeing.
By providing sustained periods of outdoor activity for young people aged 11-18 with existing and
potential health issues YOE aims to inspire them
to get interested and physically active in their local
environment. Research shows that an active lifestyle reaps physical and mental benefits: “Children
need nature for the healthy development of their
senses and, therefore, for learning and creativity”
(Louv 2008). In particular the project aims to work
with girls in the 13-16 age range whose participation in sport has proven to be much lower than for
boys of the same age. The “It’s Time” report (Women’s Sport and Fitness Foundation 2008) notes that
whilst boys retain a level of activity throughout their
school life girls become less active throughout their
teens. Activity rates fall from age 10 and by 15 years
old only half achieve the target rate of 60 minutes
of activity a day.
Jill Stafford of Kirkley Middle School commented
that “for many of the children involved in the project, it was the first time they had been involved in
outdoor activities,” and “that their self-esteem and
confidence have increased as a result of it.”
Recruiting young people for the project
Young people are referred either individually or as
a group to YOE from a variety of youth organisations including schools, Connexions and YMCA

Building a boardwalk

(a referral flowchart is used to identify potential
candidates). Once a group has been put together
a loose programme of progressive activities is then
devised based on their age, interests and needs.
Activities can range from the more physical such
as orienteering or coppicing to more experiential
such as walking to a beautiful location to paint. The
16+ age group tend to prefer flexible activities that
offer greater independence whereas the younger
age groups 11+ have preferred a more directed
approach.
“An invaluable contribution”
Learning to work together and decision-making
are important social skills which were developed
through the project. As the confidence and practical ability of the group grows, participants are
encouraged to become involved in taking responsibility for decisions about the direction of the
project and the planning of future activities. This
may lead to repeating favoured activities like shelter
building or to ask “please can we go on an adventure walk to explore new areas.”
The benefits of increased participation and
responsibility are best explained using an example
from last autumn when one of the groups was
invited to lead adults in an activity they were familiar with at Natural England’s Green Exercise Network
Meeting. Individually the young people led sessions in raking, dyke dipping and shelter building.
Having their roles reversed gave the young
people’s confidence a huge boost and this has
impacted on how they perceive themselves at

>>
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Group dynamics
Initially YOE project worked with groups of differing
sizes ranging from 3 to 15. We quickly discovered
groups with between 6 and 10 members fostered
the best group dynamics to achieve the project
aims. This concurs with research on group dynamics which suggests that “groups of more than 10 or
12 individuals do not work well for achieving high
degrees of participation with people of any age”
and recommends the ideal group size is between
four and eight (Hart 1997).
Why is Lowestoft such a good location?
Prior to YOE Project, Suffolk Wildlife Trust had
26
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already proven its ability to work successfully with
hard-to-reach young people elsewhere in Suffolk.
Previous community projects based at our Carlton Marshes Reserve in Lowestoft had developed
partnerships with other organisations and were well
received. Therefore it seemed a prime place for
the project to be able to thrive and as a pilot it was
important to have good foundations on which to
build.
From experience we were also aware that for
young people in Lowestoft there is often little
opportunity to enjoy green spaces. Lack of awareness is a common barrier to the enjoyment of
local green space, frequently because families
have moved into the area and are unaware of what
Lowestoft has to offer. Through working with
young people at local sites we hope to raise awareness of land on their doorstep and how it can be
used, enjoyed and conserved.
The aims of this project also concur with Suffolk’s Community Strategy for health and wellbeing
which aims to increase the number of people using
Suffolk’s green space and the Waveney districts
Physical Activity Strategy for young people.
“increased self-confidence and motivation”
There are a number of factors that have come
together to make YOE project so successful in its
first year.
Through Every Child Matters schools are increasingly looking for alternative curriculum options that
provide for the needs of their students. YOE project has offered an opportunity for young people
to be healthy, stay safe, enjoy and achieve whilst
making a positive contribution. As Marie Newson
who organises the ‘Alternative Curriculum’ at Denes
High School put it, “being part of the YOE project
has increased self-confidence and motivation,
benefited their peer relationships and they are now
working together better in lessons. It has given
them an insight into the environment around them
so developing their free time choices.”
The project also complements the Learning
Outside the Classroom manifesto and makes links
with the curriculum in a number of subjects such as
citizenship, science, geography and history.
As Lowestoft and Waveney District contains areas
that rank among the 10% most deprived in England (Norfolk Data Observatory 2007) there is a wide
range of local groups and services which work with
or have contact with young people. By developing
strong links with organisations like Connexions and
YMCA Training we have been able to set up a referral system that is starting to reap rewards.
With a wealth of reserves to visit and a supportive reserves team YOE project could easily be
confined to SWT sites. However, the remit is local
green spaces and so groups regularly use parks,
woodlands and the beach. Links forged with the

© Suffolk Wildlife Trust

school with the Head Teacher writing each of them
a personal congratulatory letter.
Although rare opportunities, there are other
ways YOE can build confidence such as showing
a group how to safely and considerately search
for pond creatures one week then how to use
simple hand tools such as loppers and bow saws
another week. When their skills are blossoming,
an achievable challenge such as restoring a pond
can be introduced. Participants feel empowered
to use their knowledge of pond life to ethically
clear congested weed and use their skills to remove
overhanging branches and let light into the pond.
Add in some team spirit and some healthy snacks
and drinks as a reward and you have some very
proud participants at the end of it.
The range of activities and opportunities available to YOE participants is continually growing and
changes depending on the seasons. As I write this
we have just moved through autumn to winter with
scrub clearance, pond restoration, shelter building,
adventure walks and outdoor cooking. Until the
bird breeding season we will continue our practical
theme which is a favourite with most YOE participants. Thereafter we concentrate on activities such
as orienteering, beach litter picks, painting and kite
making. Some of the activities may seem less active
than others but there is always some “walking by
stealth” involved to get to locations.
In the spring, one group learned how to use
simple hand tools such as bow saws and loppers to
remove alder regeneration on the marshes. Their
new-found confidence was such that they were
then given the challenge of designing, building
and replacing an old footbridge with a new one.
Undaunted, they divided themselves into site surveyors, planners, builders and the demolition crew.
Under the guidance of Matt Gooch, the Broads
warden and Carl Herrington, a Trust volunteer, the
bridge was successfully lowered into place. Matt’s
comment that “their contribution was proving
invaluable and had increased Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s
habitat management capabilities” was a wonderful
boost to their self-esteem.
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Graduates from the scheme removing alder

Grounds team at Waveney District Council has
widened the number of locations we can use and
the variety of activities that can be undertaken. By
using such a mix of local green spaces we hope that
youngsters will find a place they can relate to and
be motivated to maintain their interest in once the
project has finished its twelve week span.
Suffolk Wildlife Trust has many committed
volunteers and this has been crucial to the success
of the YOE project. With their enthusiasm for the
outdoors and individual skills they encourage young
people to get involved. Through links with volunteer agencies we have also been able to ensure our
volunteers have their efforts recognised and that
new volunteers can be signposted.
Linking with the John Muir Award Scheme
Interested participants also have the opportunity of
counting their YOE project towards achieving their
John Muir Discovery Award. Set up by the John
Muir Trust (http://www.jmt.org/jmaward-home.asp)
there are no age limits to taking part in the Award
scheme. Groups Discover a wild space, explore it,
do something to conserve it and share their wild
space with others through talks, tours or displays.
The John Muir Award really complements the work
of YOE project and is another way of showing
young people how they can become more involved
with their environment.
Toby Clark, a John Muir Award Regional Manager:
“The John Muir Award offers a good structure to

get people of all ages and abilities connecting with,
enjoying and caring for wild places. We are all much
more likely to put something back into nature if we
are having fun, and of course having fun is a great
way to learn too.”
Evaluating the project
To be able to provide examples of good practice
that can be promoted to health and leisure professionals as well as decision makers at a policy level
YOE project is evaluated using SOUL (Soft Outcomes
Universal Learning) record. Participants are asked to
complete a Young Persons evaluation sheet at the
beginning, middle and end of the 12 week programme. ‘Soft’ learning outcomes like self-esteem
are notoriously difficult to quantify but SOUL record
manages to create scores that link with Every Child
Matters and development can be shown. This is
beneficial to the project and the schools who value
being able to show the benefits of their involvement in YOE to external agencies such as Ofsted.
See www.theresearchcentre.co.uk/soul for more
information.
Graduating from the scheme
At the end of the twelve weeks each participant
receives a certificate summarising the skills they
have gained as part of a celebratory event. However, the YOE project does not end there, with
young people having the opportunity to join
our web group. Here they can find out more

>>
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information about conservation opportunities such
as pond restoration, woodland maintenance, reed
planting or fun events that are local to them.
YOE graduates have gone on to become valued
volunteers with the Trust as WATCH helpers and
others have joined Carlton Marshes Young Wardens.
This spring eight graduates trained as mentors with
Suffolk Education Business Partnership. This has
been extremely positive with YOE project benefiting
from ambassadors to encourage and motivate new
groups while boosting their own interpersonal skills
such as listening, conflict management and confidence.
“Benefits to mental and physical health and
enriching development”
YOE project is continually changing and evolving as
new opportunities arise and awareness is raised.
One aim is to work with the health service receiving referrals from medical professionals. With this
in mind our referral flowchart was constructed with
advice from Great Yarmouth and Waveney Primary
Care Trust as to the language and format that
would be appropriate for medical professionals. It
is currently being assessed by the PCT for inclusion
into their referral pathways. The NHS is gradually
shifting its emphasis from treatment and cure to
prevention and there is increasing interest in how
contact with the natural environment can improve
health and wellbeing.
Sally Fishwick, Natural England Health and
Environment Project Manager, says: “Children and
young people have less contact with nature and
fewer chances for informal play than in the past.
This is partly due to fewer pockets of land where
they can play informally with friends, and a culture
of electronic games, sports and shopping. Lack
of contact with nature reduces their resilience to
daily stress, which can make them more vulnerable to mental health problems. Children are less
active than previous generations resulting in a
rapid rise in obesity and diabetes. Projects like YOE
enable young people to experience and familiarise
themselves with their local natural environment to
benefit their mental and physical health and enrich
their development”.
Central to YOE project is providing young people
with a series of achievable tasks that build their confidence and self-esteem and improve their attitude
towards the local environment. Seeing achievement and amazement on the faces of young
people who have managed to light their first fire
or saw through their first piece of wood gives the
project value. By the end of the project they know
what they are capable of. There are many wonderful success stories like the group who decided they
28
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The School Arts
Partnership
Project
Alex Murphy, Arts Partnership Co-ordinator,
National Trust
Rob Coleman, Learning Officer, Sheringham Park,
National Trust

Shelter-making was a popular activity

wanted to cook outdoors for their final session.
What we were not expecting was that one lad had
grown so much in his self-esteem that he had taken
the trouble to bring a cooking set made up from
baked bean cans. Not only that but he also brought
the corn to pop and butter to stop chocolate
from sticking in the pan. It was then that I realised
just how much his relationship with his peers had
changed and developed with them congratulating
him on his success and sharing in the food.
Hopefully the future will see many more young
people and green spaces benefiting from this project. With the data being gathered it is also a dream
to move beyond Suffolk to reach a wider audience:
so watch this space.

What links mussel fishing, pirates, the Tate
Modern and a fake deer?
The School Arts Partnership programme is an innovative national learning project run as part of the
National Trust’s Sky-funded Discovery Package.
The project involves a National Trust property
partnering with two of their local schools who
contrast with each other in terms of their location,
age group, ethnicity, socioeconomic background, or
type of school. These schools then work together
with professional artists on an in-depth arts project
that explores the heritage and stories of the property.
The programme aims to:
•
•
•
•

More Information —
Please contact YOE Project Manager, Judy Powell via
e-mail at judy.powell@suffolkwildlifetrust.org or
phone 01473 892429.
References:
Roger A Hart (1997) Children’s Participation in Sustainable Development
Richard Louv (2008), Last Child in the Woods
Norfolk Data Observatory website
Natural England website
It’s Time (2008) Women’s Sport and Fitness
Foundation

•

Promote cross-community links between pupils
and families of different cultural, ethnic and
social backgrounds
Encourage a sense of ownership of our heritage
and countryside properties by local communities
Encourage new audiences into the arts and
heritage field
Support the national curriculum and the wider
social curriculum with interesting, relevant and
enjoyable activities
Develop a wider appreciation of our built and
natural heritage among school pupils

Around 35 properties participate each year (around
70 schools) from all over England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The work they produce is wide-ranging,
taking in art mediums from right across the spectrum. The brief is so broad that teachers, artists and
properties can really tailor their project to meet the
learning objectives and needs of the schools and
property.

Peter Talbot with two young artists
from the Open Academy

Two contrasting schools work together
At Brancaster Staithe on the Norfolk coast, a group
of students from a local secondary school and its
feeder primary teamed up to make a documentary and animation film about the mussel fishing
industry local to them. This involved interviewing
local fishermen, learning how to fish for mussels
themselves, as well as learning film-making skills on
digital and super-8 cameras, and creating their own
animations using found materials from the coast.
This theme linked with the local history and area, as
well as providing a dynamic and challenging creative
brief for the students to meet.
A lot of the positive feedback we get comes
from the element of partnering two contrasting schools. The social learning achieved
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graphic self portraits; and finally drawing their ideas
together as collages which were exhibited on the
windows at the property with the sunlight streaming through them. Basing the project in looking
at professional artwork gave the students a new
experience, and an understanding of how powerful,
beautiful and worthwhile the creative arts are.

Mushroom magic with Sidestrand School

through this simple technique is praised by teachers and pupils alike, and adds real depth to the
good quality creative learning already built in. As
Adrian Smith, a teacher at Combe Down Primary
School stated: “It is great to work with another
school because we all come at it from different
angles and it is really useful to share ideas.” The
schools often set up pen pal schemes before and
after the project.
It is always interesting to see what kinds of
schools get partnered through this scheme – we
have had some really interesting projects over the
past year partnering SEN groups or special schools
with mainstream groups. In High Peak last year
two groups of local Year 10s worked together on a
project looking at moorland wildlife using a variety
of art forms including metal mobiles, and a permanent sculpture of a deer at the property made
using found materials. Half of the group were from
a multicultural inner city background and half had
communication difficulties, including autism. The
project was a really positive example of the social
benefits of working with contrasting groups, with
the group with special needs growing in confidence
during the project, and the other group gaining an
insight into autism and learning difficulties through
their peers.

surroundings. This creates an opportunity for new
and individual interpretations of the property from
the pupils’ perspective, giving them a personal relationship to the property, and giving the property
staff an insight into how the age group relates to
the property, and which particular areas or stories
resonate with them.
For example, in St. Just on the furthest tip of
West Cornwall, every year groups of students from
a local primary and secondary school convene to
create a performance piece on the cliff-tops. They
use drama and music to interpret the stories from
the property’s patchwork history – which includes
smugglers, miners, pirates and a mysterious ghostly
presence known as the ‘knockers’! This performance has become a staple in the local calendar,
and around 150 local people come to see it each
year.
Giving the pupils, and the property staff, an
opportunity to work with a professional artist is
always a very rich part of the project. It is important
to choose an artist who not only has an interesting
and stimulating approach, but also is a very good
communicator. For the pupils, these projects are an
insight into the arts and heritage field, not only as a
learning experience, but also discovering that there
are careers in these fields, and what they entail.

An environment rich in artistic inspiration
National Trust properties, whether houses, gardens,
countryside or coast, are very rich areas for artistic
stimulus. Projects using all kinds of art mediums
for the final piece always start with an exploratory
visit for the children to choose different views and
shapes to sketch or recreate, using the architecture
or natural forms as a starting point, and training the
participants to pay attention to the details of their

Working with professional artists
At Sutton House in Hackney two groups of local
primary school pupils were taken on a bus to the
Tate Modern to see a photographic urban portraiture exhibition as inspiration for their own artwork
– which was to be a collage self portrait. They developed their work by taking photographs of their
local area and incorporating those shapes into their
images; using costume and props to create photo-
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Case Study – Sheringham Park
The Arts Partnership programme at Sheringham
Park began in 2006 and involves two Norfolk
schools from contrasting backgrounds; a rural Special School (Sidestrand Hall School) and an inner city
comprehensive (formerly Heartsease High School,
now the Open Academy). Despite their differing
settings, students from both establishments have
some similar needs, with identified emotional,
behavioural and learning issues. The first year of
the project centred on Year 10 students; the second year has involved Year 8.
Sheringham Park is an historic estate of parkland
and woodland, designed in 1812 by landscape gardener Humphry Repton. The property was acquired
by the National Trust in 1986, and remains the bestpreserved and most complete example of a Repton
landscape (Repton himself declared it his ‘most
favourite work’). In subsequent years, part of the
land (known as the Wild Garden) has been cultivated
as a nationally significant Rhododendron collection,
and today, the ‘sea of colour’ during flowering time
has become a major local tourist attraction. In addition, the wilder areas of the Park have considerable
natural history interest, with breeding Barn Owls, 6
species of bats and a sea cliff SSSI.
With these influences, artistic inspiration has
been easy to come by, and a range of different
approaches and mediums have been employed
to devise student-friendly ‘workshops’ to allow
individuals to express their creativity. Working
predominantly with local artist and sculptor Peter
Talbot, each themed workshop has included a range
of elements to allow children of different abilities to
work alone and co-operatively to produce satisfying
artworks which include small, ‘take-home’ creations
as well as contributing to larger ‘installations’.
A tangled web was weaved…
Our first ‘prototype’ Arts Partnership activity in
2006 was a ‘Web Workshop’. After first meeting
the group and playing a name-game ice-breaker,
we headed down to the woods to work on the first
task – the construction of giant spiders. Peter had
prepared these in kit form, and the students had
great fun working out which leg went where before
bolting everything together. Each limb was made
from twisted Rhododendron stems and they were

Spinning the web

articulated to give each monster a dynamic quality!
With the spiders completed, we got started on
the webs, creating a giant installation strung horizontally between a ring of sycamores. The webs
were made in the same way as a spider would –
initial ‘guy-lines’ strung between the trees before
a spiralling thread to finish. Finally, glue was added
to strengthen each intersecting point (spiders also
leave adding the glue to the final moment – to
ensure they don’t get stuck in their own web!).
The last (and most tricky) part of the day was to
hoist the web from the horizontal to the vertical.
This required lots of pairs of hands (to keep the web
at full stretch) and a fair amount of trial and error
before the web was pulled taut between two large
beech trees. The final touch was the addition of
some spider food in the form of twig insects, constructed from sticks, foliage and conkers.
The end result of the activity was an impressive
installation, of which the young people involved
were justly proud. The session worked well as it
comprised several elements; a range of simple tasks
that could be completed by students with little
assistance, some more complex tasks that required
further elements of tuition and skills gained from
the original actions, and a final group activity that
required everyone to work together as a team.
Building a lasting partnership
Subsequent workshops have followed the
original model – a morning of hands-on learnEnvironmental Education Summer 2009
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Hidden worlds
© Paul Naylor

Beneath the Waves
Tanya Perdikou,
Campaigns Officer,
The Wildlife Trusts

M

Creating the installation as part of the Web Workshop

ing activities, followed by an afternoon of creative
work. During the creative sessions, a range of
tasks helps to ensure each young person is able
to engage fully with the subject. Keeping hands
and minds busy is a crucial part of the process –
and has the effect of reducing behavioural issues
too. For example, during a recent ‘Fun with Fungi’
workshop, small groups worked separately and cooperatively on a range of tasks of varying degrees
of complexity – constructing small ‘fairy cap’ mushrooms, working in two-person teams to create large
wooden toadstools, preparing the ground for the
installation, sorting materials, collecting leaves to
create a visual effect for a video of the ‘installation’
and working together on two giant mushrooms
created by the artist using a chainsaw and anglegrinder. This helps to ensure each individual has an
appropriate task to perform, maximising engagement and helping to build self-esteem.
Other themed workshops have included: Photography – students learned how to use the basic
functions of a digital camera (macro, flash, zoom),
compose images and create a slideshow; Mask/
Totem Making – creating ‘woodland faces’ using
found and recycled materials, and combining
them on a ‘totem pole’; and Walking with Woodlice
- making variously-sized woodlice and other mini32
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beasts out of wood.
The project has also provided wider benefits
to the property as well as the two schools directly
involved. Artwork commissioned as part of one
the workshops – a series of art-based activities
that draw inspiration from Humphry Repton’s ‘Red
Books’ – sketching the famous vistas and creating
‘before and after’ landscape collages - has been
used to create a ‘Sheringham Sketchbook’ which
will be sold in the Visitor Centre shop.
Arts Partnership activity is scheduled to continue
at Sheringham in 2009 with a spring session looking
at nest-building in birds.

ost of us get
only a small
glimpse of the
UK’s undersea landscape
when the tide recedes and
we can amble through rock
pools and stroll on the sand,
shingle or mudflats. Many
do not realise how diverse
and beautiful the seafloor
landscapes can be. But off
the UK coastline the dramatic hills, mountains, cliff
faces, snaking dunes and
remains of ancient human
settlements found on land
continue. Submerged beneath the waves, these
undersea landscapes are inhabited by an incredible
array of weird and wonderful marine species – from
the techni-colour sea slug to the fearsome wolf
fish.

Looking forward to 2010
With four successful years under its belt, the
programme is now experimenting and expanding.
Existing partnerships between schools and National
Trust properties continue to develop and grow, and
year on year are joined by new partnerships, giving
the chance for different schools to be involved.

Engaging people in the marine environment
For marine awareness organisations (MAOs), engaging people in the UK with the marine environment
can be challenging. Some people may envision a
cold, dark, fairly lifeless scene. However, recent
research has indicated that people who are unfamiliar with the UK’s seas and sea life are captivated
by the idea of hidden undersea landscapes. In
the light of this research, a recent conference in
Hull - hosted by The Wildlife Trusts and CoastNET
- brought MAOs from across the UK together to
explore whether undersea landscapes could form
the basis for a powerful approach to engaging
people in the marine environment. Marine landscapes show a strong regional variation, and one of
the strengths of the concept is that it offers people
the opportunity to get to know and love their ‘local
patch’.

More Information —
If you are a teacher and you are interested in the
project, contact your local National Trust property,
or Alex Murphy, the School Arts Partnership Coordinator: alex.murphy@nationaltrust.org.uk

Launch of a new education network
One of the highlights of the conference was the
launch of a new Coastal and Marine Education
network on the CoastNET website. The network
provides a space where MAOs can share good prac-

Urchins and Brittlestars

tice, post events, access links and resources and
communicate via an online forum. The network will
hopefully help coordinate a national effort by MAOs
to raise the profile of the UK’s marine environment
at a time when its future hangs in the balance.
Under threat
Why is there an urgency to get people engaged in
the marine environment at this time, via undersea
landscapes or any other means?
The Wildlife Trusts have been campaigning for
many years for the introduction of a UK Marine Bill
to provide better protection for marine species
and habitats and improved management of activities at sea. The UK’s 17,820 km (11,073 miles) of
coastline is host to an amazing array of flora and
fauna; in fact more than 40,000 species live in our
seas – including intricate corals, whales & dolphins,
giant (but harmless) basking sharks, seals, puffins
and a myriad of fascinating fish, crustaceans and
molluscs. It is alarming, therefore, to consider that
less than 0.001% of the UK’s seas are currently fully
protected from fishing and all damaging activities.
New marine laws
The long-awaited Marine Bill (now called the Marine
and Coastal Access Bill) is now making its way
through parliament. Alongside measures to
improve planning and management of fishing
and other commercial activities, the Bill creates
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Getting involved - National Marine Week
Education providers are in an excellent position to
get people engaged in the marine environment.
Students of any age can get involved in National
Marine Week, which will run from 1-16 August in
2009.
There are 47 Wildlife Trusts across the UK, most
of which hold events. Choose from rock pool
rambles, building sand sculptures, porpoise spotting and many more. Landlocked areas are by no
means excluded, with many Wildlife Trusts running
events, like fossil hunting, linking to ancient sea life.
34
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To find out which events
are taking place near
you, check The Wildlife
Trusts’ events pages on
the website, or contact
your local Wildlife Trust,
details of which can be
found on The Wildlife
Trusts’ website.
You could even
hold your own National
Jewel Anemones
Marine Week event to
celebrate our fantastic
seas and sea life – get in touch with your local Wildlife Trust for ideas. In 2009, National Marine Week
will be supported by BBC Breathing Places, so take
a look at the BBC’s website for free downloads and
other resources.
The Beach at East Hills in Norfolk

Save Our Seas team
Education providers interested in finding out more
about supporting The Wildlife Trusts’ marine campaigns and how they can get involved, should join
the Save Our Seas (SOS) team. SOS members receive
approximately six email bulletins per year, featuring:
• Updates on the UK Marine Bill and other hot
topics in marine conservation.
• Tips and resources to help members get actively
involved in The Wildlife Trusts’ marine campaigns and projects.
• Invitations to take part in major campaign
events.

Wildlife Watch
Wildlife Watch is The Wildlife Trusts’ junior branch.
Through membership resources and local groups
run by a network of volunteers, Watch encourages
and nurtures young people’s interest in nature and
the environment; it does this by creating learning
opportunities and by inspiring personal participation and celebration. The Wildlife Watch website
includes a link to template letters about the Marine
Bill, which young people can complete and send to
their local MP or MSP. Visit the website for more
information.

SOS members are asked to take action for marine
wildlife in a variety of ways. This might include
sending a letter or email to the Government,
contacting their MP, collecting petition signatures,
taking part in public events and helping to get
marine conservation in the news.
© Philip Precey

a new system for designating networks of Marine
Conservation Zones in English and Welsh inshore
waters, and in offshore waters around the whole
UK. Meanwhile, a Scottish Marine Bill is expected
later in 2009, and a Northern Irish Bill in 2011-12.
This is a terrific success for campaigns of The Wildlife Trusts and our partner NGOs, but there’s still a
long way to go.
The Wildlife Trusts will continue to keep a close
eye on the progress of the three Bills, and will
lobby to ensure the conservation measures are not
weakened as the Bills travel through parliament. No
matter how strong the new laws are, they will only
succeed in improving the health of our seas if they
are properly and proactively implemented – and this
is where public support comes in. In creating an
effective network of marine protected areas, Ministers will have to make difficult choices between
conservation and specific economic interests. If
there is a groundswell of public support for marine
conservation, economic interests are less likely to
overturn the protection of important wildlife sites.
It would be a tragedy to lose such mysterious and
inspirational wildlife and landscapes as those which
exist beneath the UK’s waves.

© Philip Precey

© Paul Naylor
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Seashells and Seaweed

Wildlife Watch and education
Most individual Wildlife Trusts offer services to
schools and other youth groups in their area. This
may be through outreach activity, hosting school
visits, training or providing information resources sometimes a combination of all four. Many include
Watch materials within locally tailored subscription
packages. These are aimed at a range of people
involved in delivering the classroom curriculum,
informal activities through local youth groups or
children’s clubs, country parks or after-school clubs.
The marine environment is an important element of
Wildlife Watch support materials.
Precious environment
The UK’s marine environment is precious and beautiful – but also fragile and under threat. Working

together, education providers and MAOs have the
opportunity to educate the next generation about
the beauty of our seas, and why it is so important
to protect them.
More Information —
Coastnet Marine Education Network:
www.coastnet.org.uk/home_CMEN
The Wildlife Trusts:
www.wildlifetrusts.org
The Wildlife Trusts events pages:
www.wildlifetrusts.org/index.
php?section=events
National Marine Week:
www.wildlifetrusts.org/index.php?section=ev
ents:summer:marineweek
Your local Wildlife Trust:
www.wildlifetrusts.org/index.
php?section=localtrusts
The Wildlife Trusts’ Living Seas pages:
www.wildlifetrusts.org/index.
php?section=environment:marine
The Wildlife Trusts’ Save Our Seas team:
http://saveourseas.wild-net.org/saveourseas/
Default.aspx
Wildlife Watch
www.wildlifewatch.org.uk/
BBC Breathing Places
www.bbc.co.uk/breathingplaces
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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Seal of quality
The Learning Outside the Classroom Quality Badge

Glenys Owen-Jones of Outsight-Learning on
behalf of GEM (Group for Education in Museums)
and LOtC

O

ut of school experiences, on organised
school visits, provide some of our lasting
memories of a single day in our childhoods; the weather, the friendships, the
mishaps and most importantly the learning opportunities (Owen-Jones 2008:242). By 2004
teachers’ worries about the risks of taking pupils
away from the school environment had led to a
perceived decline in the number of pupil visits; and
the Real World Learning campaign to highlight this
loss in pupils’ access to the world around them.
The ‘Learning Outside the Classroom’ (LOtC) Manifesto, launched in 2006, aimed to support teachers
taking their pupils to places outside the classroom.
Widespread consultation with those involved with
children and young people’s services revealed the
need for a common scheme which could provide
an assurance about the quality of the educational
experiences on offer. The LOtC Quality Badge, for
accrediting LOtC providers, contributes many of
the elements necessary for schools implementing
the ‘Every Child Matters’ outcomes, and addresses
concerns about learning outside the classroom for
the ‘Staying Safe’ action plan.
The Quality Badge is for all organisations and
venues that provide learning outside the classroom
experiences for children and young people aged
0-19; where they are offering high quality teaching
and learning experiences and managing risk effectively.
The Quality Badge provides an assurance that a
provider:
• Offers ‘what it says on the tin’;
• Takes account of the needs of users;
• Has an emphasis on ‘learning/skills outcomes’;
and
• Operates in a healthy and safe environment
Local authorities, other employers, the education
36
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workforce and parents will be able to recognise
and have confidence in the Quality Badge scheme.
The LOtC Quality Badge scheme was launched on
2 October 2008 and over 100 Quality Badges have
now been awarded. If a provider is not yet listed in
the Quality Badge searchable database, this does
not necessarily mean they are not offering a quality
experience; they may be working towards meeting
the quality indicators and being awarded a Quality
Badge.
For venues and educators working in environmental education there are many positive aspects
of this accreditation. The LOtC website is a powerful
marketing opportunity which enables ‘fast tracking’ for client approval. The quality indicators use
learning objectives which can be used for assessing
learner progress and evaluating an LOtC programme. Many educators, during training sessions
for the badge, have commented on the usefulness
of the scheme as an organising and developmental
tool for their planning and paperwork, but particularly, that the process of applying for the Quality
badge encourages dialogue between teachers, LOtC
education providers and the management teams of
venues.
References
Owen-Jones, G. (2008), Experiences of
A-level geography fieldwork, unpublished
PhD Royal Holloway University of London.
More Information —
For more information about the Learning
Outside the Classroom Manifesto and the
Council for Learning Outside the Classroom,
please visit:
www.lotc.org.uk;
for the Quality Badge visit:
www.lotcqualitybadge.org.uk;
and for the Ofsted report on LOtC, visit:
www.ofsted.gov.uk.
The Department for Children, Schools and
Families has worked in partnership with the
Council for Learning Outside the Classroom
to develop the LOtC Quality

EARTH’S RESTLESS SURFACE

Deirdre Jansen-Smith with Gordon Cressey and Andrew Fleet
Natural History Museum www.nhmshop.co.uk
Price £9.99
This is an introduction to the changing surface of the Earth, from the
solid crust to the waters, atmosphere and living things – very much
including ourselves – that interact with it. And the story begins on the
cover with a dramatic scene followed inside by a tragic one of recent
cyclone devastation.
Following a logical layout, the chapters work their way from the
introduction focusing on the solid crust – the ‘internal engine’ –
including such important topics as plate tectonics, the atmosphere and
living things, the moon, time and scale and change (so very relevant
in this year celebrating Darwin). The next chapters – on chemical and
physical weathering, erosion and transport (movement of material),
deposition (settling thereof) – show how the earth is being continually
changed through a very great range of processes and, where possible,
examples of how these impact on humans. Chemical weathering on a cathedral and erosion on a walking path
in Derbyshire are but two examples.
A separate chapter is given over to rocks and the landscape, looking at desert, coastal and ice-formed landscapes (this term is debated alongside landform). Happily here, UK examples are used in the pictures, whilst
the United States otherwise dominates to some extent. The growing research about climate change and its
surface systems – air, water, rocks and life – is also afforded its own chapter.
The authors, with expertise in both the earth sciences and science communications, have achieved a text
that is able to explain technical processes and inherent language with apparent ease. Excellent graphic diagrams and illustrations, alongside a series of mini case studies throughout, capture the essence of such
phenomena as landslides, glaciation, and earthquakes, but also subjects as underwater avalanches, carrying
capacity of rivers of the world and limestone pavements becoming possible endangered species. I especially
loved the satellite image of the Mississippi delta.
This book is a much revised and updated edition of an early text which complements the museum’s exhibition Restless Earth. Whilst the first 1996 edition had the same wonderful graphics and similar photographs,
the smaller format was arguably tighter but did not flow as well as the much-improved second book.
As a teacher with a special interest in earth systems, I find this book engages with these systems and how
we as humans interact with them involving ‘change and exchange’, therefore being useful for anyone interested in or concerned about this planet we call home. It is therefore a real gem; I wish this had been to hand
when I was studying earth sciences and will definitely use and would recommend its use visually with any age
groups but in real terms with older, KS2 and 3 pupils.
Henricus Peters, Primary School Teacher and NAEE Executive

CELEBRATING NATURE

Gordon MacLellan
ISBN 978-1861631688
Capall Bann Publishing. Order through www.creepingtoad.org.uk.
330 pp; £14.95.
There are a number of worthy ideas in this book. The importance of celebrations,
their historical contexts, working with natural materials and developing storytelling
skills are just some worthy of a mention.
But it is not altogether practical for a busy teacher. The author’s very enthusiasm in putting his ‘heart and soul’ into this volume results in a huge range of ideas
that are not sufficiently sign-posted. This lets this otherwise inspired volume down
somewhat. Certainly this is a pity as there are lots of real gems here!
The author’s lyrical and flexible ‘these are only suggestions’ style, appropriate for the book’s opening chapter, sometimes gets in the way of the more meaty instructions. But overall this is a real gem
with great ideas and worth investigating. But some patience is required.
Henricus Peters, Primary School Teacher and NAEE Executive
Environmental Education Summer 2009
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WEB WATCH 11

PHILIP’S EARLY YEARS ATLAS and
PHILIP’S INFANT SCHOOL ATLAS

David Wright and Rachel Noonan
Philip’s Early Years Atlas (3- to 5-year-olds); ISBN 978-0540091201. 48pp; £6.99
Philip’s Infant School Atlas (5- to 7-year-olds); ISBN 978-0540091218. 48pp; £6.99.
Order through: www.octopusbooks.co.uk/books/authors/david-wright
Background
These 2 new atlases are a ‘family and community’ project by authors David Wright,
ex-Geography Education lecturer at University of East Anglia, Norwich; and Rachel Noonan, an Open University
graduate working with children in inner-city Norwich (also David’s daughter). Rachel’s three children and their
friends are the ‘expert advisers’.
What are the key issues for these age-groups?
The first activity was David’s survey of 20 children’s atlases which he found outdated in the images chosen,
and/or too complex in the language used, with really bad maps. In many atlases, the cold, empty Arctic is
shown far too big; the important tropical lands are shown far too small. They resolved to do better, with
up-to-date images, child-friendly text and good maps. The aim was to get young people to ‘imagine they
are there’ – so we linked the pictures to the maps with hot-air balloons. This key idea is applied in both atlases,
expressed in different ways so as to be age-appropriate.
PHILIP’S EARLY YEARS ATLAS breaks new ground by offering resources for 3- to
5-year-olds, for ‘Knowledge and understanding of the World’ – an important part of the
Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum (2), but which has few good resources. As this
is an ‘Atlas to share’ with an adult – for childminders, grandparents and assistants as
well as teachers – it has ‘ideas for grown-ups’ on each spread.
PHILIP’S INFANT SCHOOL ATLAS will be helpful for Geography and Global Citizenship
for the 5- to 7-year-olds. There are ‘suggestions for adults’ linked with every spread on
the authors’ website www.dandjwright.co.uk. Both atlases include the Royal Geographical Society’s logo, and this is the first time that the RGS has been involved with
very young children.

PHILIP’S CHILDREN’S ATLAS 12TH EDITION
David and Jill Wright
Philip’s Children Atlas (7- to 12-year-olds); ISBN 978-0540090051. 96pp; £10.99

Background
This atlas is also a ‘family and community’ project – even though the atlas has gone
worldwide, with well over a million copies sold, including eight overseas editions in
five languages. The authors are David and Jill Wright – two geography education
lecturers. The child advisers were Rachel and Steven Wright, plus their friends and
neighbours from the local community school.

INSECTS AND OTHER INVERTEBRATES 1
Compiled by Henricus Peters, NAEE Executive
As this year celebrates ‘Darwin 200’, the focus here
is on some of our smaller creatures that so inspired
Darwin or ‘mini-beasts’ which children love to spot!
Websites are chosen for inclusion here due to their
information content as related to the curriculum
and ease of navigation, with the focus on UK
websites.
GENERAL SITES
www.thebigbuzz.biz/curriculum_links.
html#NATCURRLINKS
Details of KS1 and 2 curriculum
The Royal Entomological Society www.royensoc.
co.uk has a downloadable ‘Garden Entomology
Guide’ and runs www.nationalinsectweek.
co.uk/ National Insect Week (next event is 2010).
Insect Surveys has several campaigns; Fun Staff
has ‘interesting facts’, ‘invent an insect’, ‘make a
dragonfly’; Insect Index with pictures of small range
of invertebrates. Education and Resources has
‘Bees in the Curriculum’ pack at www.britishbee.
org.uk/bees4kids/schools_pack.php; 12
downloadable illustrated factsheets, spotting and
observation forms plus science topics for England,
Scotland and Wales. Also new factsheets by NIW/
Game and Wildlife Trust, for example ‘Insects
as Pollinators’ and the new ‘Growing Schools
Programme’ highlighting insects’ importance in
growing food such as broad beans. Useful lists
of children’s books, poetry and music, academic
journals and other websites. KS2.
www.buglife.org.uk

Why another Atlas?
The aim was to create an atlas that 7- to 12-year-olds would want to look at, with
plenty of interest on each spread. Schoolchildren today need to know not only where India and China are on
a map, but also be able to locate Leeds and Sheffield! Surveys have shown that ‘One in five British children
under the age of 14 cannot find the UK on a map of the world’ and Scottish children are more map-aware
than English. This atlas should help address that issue: It gained a Geographical Association award and the
Royal Geographical Society’s logo, and in 2008 David received the RGS Ness Award for ‘popularising Geography
among young people’.
What is the purpose of updating the atlas?
Updating is continuous – for example, every new edition gets updated population figures. The authors believe
that everyone needs and deserves up-to-date data. There is still far too much out-of-date material in schools –
often from before the kids were born! We are already planning a 13th edition and hope to include a glossary.
Henricus Peters, Primary School Teacher and NAEE Executive
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downloadable colouring-in sheets and a wordsearch. Getting Involved has details for creating
wildlife gardens, and numerous surveys and
resources for members. KS2.
Natural History Museum www.nhm.ac.uk/natureonline/life/insects-spiders/index.html. Insects
and Spiders has bug forum, ID guides and keys
including spider bites and several video guides.
Other Invertebrates has earthworms, parasitic
organisms and woodlouse ID key. Some useful links.
‘Life when you’re small’ www.nhm.ac.uk/kidsonly/life/life-small comprises bees, butterflies
and cockroaches (not linked). KS1 and 2. www.
nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/biodiversity/naturenavigator/ is a new guide, illustrated with artworks
from the Museum’s collections. KS2.
Underfives www.underfives.co.uk/minibst.html.
A good starting-point for investigating mini-beasts,
with slide shows of caterpillar to butterfly, picture
gallery and children’s books.
Bees www.bumblebeeconservationtrust.co.uk/
surveys.htm Requests for digital photos; Kidsstuff spot-the-difference, colouring pages and ID
guides.
Butterflies www.butterfly-conservation.org
A to Z of butterflies and moths and priority species
factsheets; Learn has teacher resources, curriculum
guides, factsheets and lots of games.
Moths www.mothscount.org/site Site encourages interest in moths in the UK and aims to
establish an ongoing recording scheme. Link to
http://www.nationalmothnight.info.
Worms yucky.discovery.com/flash/worm Discovery Channel’s ‘Yuckiest Site on the Internet’. A
fun site with pages including All About Earthworms,
Worms as Recyclers and Cousins; also Roachworld
yucky.discovery.com/flash/roaches/index.html
with A Day in the life of, Roach anatomy and quiz.

Buglife is a group ‘saving Britain’s rarest little
animals’. Discover has ‘what is an invertebrate’,
‘where do different invertebrates live’ and fact
sheets on popular bugs (not illustrated). Also
excerpts from ‘Bug Buddies’ Newsletter for
younger readers – making a wormery and hotel;

For ‘live’ links, see the website at:

www.naee.org.uk

To send your favourites, e-mail:

henricus.peters@virgin.net
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Help Plan the Future
Notice of Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the National Association for
Environmental Education (NAEE), UK
All members welcome to attend. Help us to plan our strategy for environmental education.
Saturday 10th October
See the notice on page 2 for address and details.
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For additional copies please send
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additional copy) for postage &
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Other Publications available
Copies of previous journals are available. These are some examples only:
Last 3 issues			
90 Spr ‘09 EE in Cumbria; Curriculum trends
89 Aut ’08 Harrow Schools, Bats, NAEE petition
88 Sum ’08 EE in the Black Country
87 Spr ’08 EE in SW England

£9.50

Recent issues
86 Aut ’07 S3 Year of Action; Earth & Water; Europe
85 Sum ’07 Sustainable Schools, Leeds; EE in Pakistan
84 Spr ’07 EE in W. Sussex
83 Aut ’06 EE & ESD: London school case studies
Earlier issues
£4.00
82 Sum ‘06: Heritage Education outside; climate change; 		
				
Sweden; Netherlands
81 Spr ‘06: Using the Local Environment; New Mexico
80 Aut ‘05: Forest Schools; EE in New Zealand
79 Sum ‘05: EE case studies across England
78 Spr ‘05: EE in E Sussex & Czech Republic

Other publications on a range of topics including:
		
Environmental Policy and Action
		
Curriculum issues
		
Heritage education
		
Outdoor Education
		
Archive material
		
‘Green’ poetry & Prose Anthologies		
		
Index of past Journals

2007 – The Environment of Every Child Matters

£2 inc p&p

For a list of publications with prices, see NAEE website:

www.naee.org.uk

Or contact the NAEE office
p & p 50p for 1 item, 20 p for each extra item
Send orders to NAEE office (see address above)

NAEE is an educational charity, managed by teachers, for teachers of
environmental education everywhere...
This journal is free to all NAEE members

